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The present paper deals with the spectral properties of boundary eigenvalue
problems for differential equations of the form N’=*P’ on a compact interval with
boundary conditions which depend on the spectral parameter polynomially. Here N
as well as P are regular differential operators of order n and p, respectively, with
n>p0. The main results concern the completeness, minimality, and Riesz basis
properties of the corresponding eigenfunctions and associated functions. They are
obtained after a suitable linearization of the problem and by means of a detailed
asymptotic analysis of the Green’s function. The function spaces where the above
properties hold are described by *-independent boundary conditions. An application
to a problem from elasticity theory is given.  2001 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper boundary eigenvalue problems for ordinary differential
equations of the form
N’=*P’ (0.1)
on a compact interval subject to *-polynomial boundary conditions are
considered, where N as well as P are regular differential operators of order
n and p, respectively, with n>p0. This leads to a nonclassical spectral
problem, i.e., to a spectral problem which cannot be written in the usual
from Ax=*x with some operator A in a Banach or Hilbert space. This is
due to the facts that the operator P need not be invertible and that the
boundary conditions may depend on the spectral parameter nonlinearly.
Boundary eigenvalue problems of this type occur in various branches
of mathematical physics. An example for a differential Eq. (0.1) from
hydrodynamics is the well-known OrrSommerfeld equation (see, e.g.,
[29, 33]) which arises in the linear theory of stability of a flow of an
incompressible viscous fluid. For a plane flow, the OrrSommerfeld equa-
tion is considered with Dirichlet boundary conditions which do not depend
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on the spectral parameter. For a flow under gravitational influence,
however, the boundary conditions to be imposed contain the eigenvalue
parameter quadratically (see [20]).
Another famous example of a boundary eigenvalue problem for a differential
Eq. (0.1) from elasticity theory is the buckling problem of a column (see,
e.g., [7, 16, 26, 54]). This problem leads to the differential equation
(Q’")"=*’", e.g., with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The nonsingular
case Q(x):>0 means that only columns of nonvanishing cross-section
are considered. A similar problem, but with more complicated boundary
conditions, is studied in greater detail in the present paper. The equation
of motion of a clamped-free elastic beam, with a mass-spring system
attached at its free end, leads to a boundary eigenvalue problem
’(4)=*(’(2)&c’),
(0.2)
’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’(2)(1)=0, ;(*) ’(3)(1)+:(*) ’(1)=0.
Here the coefficients :(*) and ;(*) are polynomials in * of degree 3 and 2,
respectively. The constant c in the differential equation is nonzero if in
addition a fluid is flowing over the bar with constant velocity, which may
be regarded as a model for pulling out glass or plastics on a solid founda-
tion (see [22]). Further examples from mechanics are listed, e.g., in [6].
In all these applications, it is important to have as much information as
possible about the spectral properties of the respective boundary eigenvalue
problem. Since in (0.1) the order of differentiation on the right hand side
is strictly less than the order of differentiation on the left hand side, the
spectrum of a boundary eigenvalue problem associated with such a
differential equation is discrete and all eigenvalues have finite algebraic
multiplicity. From the physical, as well as from the mathematical point of
view, it is therefore natural to ask about the completeness, the minimality,
and the basis properties of the eigenfunctions and associated functions. An
explicit description of the spaces where the eigenfunctions and associated
functions are complete or where Fourier expansions hold can be used for
instance to choose starting functions for the approximate calculation of
eigenvalues by means of RitzGalerkin methods (see e.g. [59]). The aim of
the present paper is to give an answer to the above questions in the case
of boundary eigenvalue problems for differential equations (0.1) with
*-polynomial boundary conditions.
Classical and nonclassical boundary eigenvalue problems for ordinary
differential equations have been studied by a number of authors. The first
was G. D. Birkhoff at the beginning of the century who studied the classical
case of a non-self-adjoint nth order differential equation N’=*’ with
*-independent boundary conditions in [2, 3] (see also the monograph of
M. A. Naimark [40]). Soon after these fundamental works, J. D. Tamarkin
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already attacked problems where the differential equation as well as the
boundary conditions depend polynomially on the eigenvalue parameter
(see [50, 51]). Under the assumption that this polynomial degree is not
greater than the order of the differential equation, he derived asymptotic
expressions for the eigenvalues, an asymptotic expansion for the Green’s
function, and expansions in series of eigenfunctions and associated functions
for certain classes of functions. Important contributions to the classical case
initiated by Birkhoff are also due to W. E. Milne [38, 39], M. H. Stone
[4749], and R. E. Langer [3032]. Here and also in the papers by
W. Eberhard and G. Freiling [1215], R. Mennicken and M. Mo ller [35],
G. Bauer [1], G. Heisecke [22], F.-J. Kaufmann [25, 52] and others more
general differential equations of the form (0.1) are studied, the main objec-
tive being expansion theorems. In the last four papers polynomially
*-dependent boundary conditions of arbitrary degree are considered.
However, for non-self-adjoint problems, expansion theorems are weaker
than completeness, minimality, and basis theorems which are the main
objective in the present paper. Nevertheless, some of the asymptotic expan-
sions provided in these previous works, for example of the fundamental
systems of differential equations (0.1), are basic for the theory developed
here.
Only in some particular cases have results comparable to those of the
present paper been established before. For a class of boundary eigenvalue
problems for *-polynomial differential equations with *-polynomial
boundary conditions, which include differential equations N’=*’ but not
differential equations (0.1), A. A. Shkalikov developed a method of lineari-
zation [44]. By means of this linearization, he also established completeness,
minimality, and basisness results for the eigenfunctions and associated
functions. Recently, H. Gail [19] generalized and extended the approach of
Shkalikov to first order systems of differential equations y$+A0 y=*A1 y
with invertible and diagonal coefficient A1 . However, neither method can
be generalized such that it is applicable to differential equations N’=*P’.
For differential equations N’=*P’ with *-independent boundary conditions,
the questions addressed in the present paper were solved completely in the
papers [45, 46]. In [53], the problem of the completeness of eigenfunc-
tions and associated functions was solved for differential equations
N’=*P’ with *-linear boundary conditions using a different operator
setting than in [45, 46]. However, there the problem is still linear in the
eigenvalue parameter.
In the self-adjoint case, there exists an extensive literature for boundary
eigenvalue problems (0.1) with *-polynomial boundary conditions under
the assumption that one of the operators is positive definite (or has a finite
number of negative squares). Most of these papers concern the case that
the operator P in (0.1) is the identity or a multiplication operator (see, e.g.,
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C .T. Fulton [18] or [9], and the references therein). E. Kamke [23, 24]
was the first to treat self-adjoint boundary eigenvalue problems for differential
equations N’=*P’ with *-independent boundary conditions systemati-
cally. Later E. A. Coddington, A. Dijksma, and H. S. V. de Snoo studied
regular boundary value problems associated with pairs of ordinary differential
expressions by means of linear relations [35, 11]. F.W. Scha fke and
A. Schneider [42, 43], and also R. Mennicken and H. D. Niessen [37]
developed a theory for first order differential systems and n th order
differential equations with *-linear boundary conditions which are self-
adjoint in a generalized sense, so-called S-Hermitian problems. For
*-dependent boundary conditions a spectral theory based on a suitable
linearization was established by A. Dijksma, H. Langer, and H. S. V. de
Snoo [810]. P. Lancaster, A. A. Shkalikov, and Q. Ye [27] studied
strongly definitizable linear pencils and applied their results to certain
boundary eigenvalue problems with *-dependent boundary conditions. A
particular second order differential equation N’=*P’ with *-linear boundary
conditions was considered by W. N. Everitt [17], and also in [27].
The present paper consists of six sections and is organized as follows. In
Section 1 the boundary eigenvalue problems to be considered are stated,
some basic notions are introduced, and the linearization of these problems
according to the method developed in [55] is presented. The linearized
problem is a boundary eigenvalue problem for a system of n+n^ first order
differential equations y$+A0 y=*A1 y with *-independent boundary condi-
tions where the coefficient A1 is noninvertible and n^ is the total polynomial
degree of the given boundary conditions. Problems of this form have been
studied in [57].
In Section 2 this linearized system is arranged in the context of [57]. It
is shown that all assumptions made therein are fulfilled for it. In particular,
we prove that the differential operator TD of the linearized problem can be
transformed in such a way that the coefficient A 1 of the linear term
becomes diagonal, which is needed in [57] to obtain an asymptotic
fundamental matrix. Moreover, we introduce a particular asymptotic
fundamental matrix of the differential equation N’=*P’ which is used
later in the proof of the basis theorem. For the latter, we also provide the
asymptotic representations of the derivative and the inverse of this
fundamental matrix. Furthermore, we define a notion of regularity for n th
order boundary eigenvalue problems by means of the corresponding first
order problem. We investigate the connection of the regularity of an n th
order boundary eigenvalue problem with polynomially *-dependent boundary
conditions with the regularity of the associated linearized first order
problem.
In Section 3 we prove that the eigenfunctions and associated functions of
a boundary eigenvalue problem for N’=*P’ with *-polynomial boundary
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conditions are complete in certain finite codimensional subspaces V l}2 of
W l2(a, b) for l=0, 1, ..., n, which are defined by means of the function spaces
V}2 associated with the linearized problem in [57]. The spaces V
l
}2
are
described by certain *-independent boundary conditions. These boundary
conditions do not only consist of the given *-independent boundary
conditions, they may also comprise some additional boundary conditions
of order n&1 which can be determined explicitly.
In Section 4 we study the minimality of the eigenfunctions and
associated functions in the Sobolev spaces W l2(a, b) for lp. Using the
minimality results of [57] for the corresponding linearization, we prove
that canonical systems of eigenfunctions and associated functions are mini-
mal with a certain finite defect m0n^ in W l2(a, b) for lp where n^ is the
total polynomial degree of the boundary conditions. A more exact upper
bound for this defect is given in terms of the linearization.
In Section 5 the basis properties of the eigenfunctions and associated
functions are investigated. We are able to show that if the problem under
consideration is Stone-regular of order }0 and }0 fulfills a certain
additional condition, then a canonical system of eigenfunctions and asso-
ciated functions even forms a Riesz basis in the subspaces V l}2 of W
l
2(a, b)
for l= p, p+1, ..., n, possibly with a finite defect according to Section 4. To
this end we apply the abstract basis theorem of [56] to the linearized
problem. The basis theorem for first order systems of differential equations
proved in [57] cannot be applied since there it had to be assumed that the
coefficient A1 of * is diagonal. Here, in order to prove the convergence of
the Fourier series, the particular representations of the fundamental matrix
of N’=*P’, its derivative and its inverse according to Section 2 are
heavily used.
Finally, in Section 6 the theory developed in this paper is applied to the
boundary eigenvalue problem (0.2) from elasticity theory presented at the
beginning. It turns out that the eigenfunctions and associated functions of
this problem are complete in the spaces
V 03=L2(0, 1),
V13=[’ # W
1
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0],
V23=[’ # W
2
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0],
V33=[’ # W
3
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’"(1)=0],
V43=[’ # W
4
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’"(1)=0].
Further, we show that the eigenfunctions and associated functions form a
minimal system of defect 3 in the spaces W l2(0, 1) for l=2, 3, 4, that is,
at most 3 functions have to be removed such that the remaining system is
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minimal in W l2(0, 1) and still complete in V
l
3 . Finally, it is proved that the
eigenfunctions and associated functions of the boundary eigenvalue
problem (0.2) even form a Riesz basis with defect 3 in the spaces
V23 , V
3
3 , and V
4
3 given above. This means that for functions f belonging to
a space V l3 , the Fourier series with respect to the eigenfunctions and
associated functions of (0.2) converges in the norm of the Sobolev space
W l2(0, 1) for l=2, 3, 4.
1. THE PROBLEM AND ITS LINEARIZATION
We consider boundary eigenvalue problems of the form
N’=*P’, (1.1)
Uj (’, *)=0, j=1, 2, ..., n, (1.2)
where N and P are differential operators of order n and p, respectively,
n>p0,
N’=’(n)+fn&1’(n&1)+ } } } +f0’,
P’=’( p)+gp&1 ’( p&1)+ } } } +g0 ’,
with coefficients f& , g& # L(a, b). The boundary conditions are assumed to
depend polynomially on *,
Uj (’, *)=*mjU mjj (’)+ } } } +*U
1
j (’)+U
0
j (’)=0, (1.3)
with U mjj 0 for j=1, 2, ..., n, without loss of generality m1m2 } } } 
mn , where
Ukj (’)= :
n&1
+=0
:kj+’
(+)(a)+;kj+’
(+)(b), k=0, 1, ..., mj ,
with coefficients :kj+ , ;
k
j+ # C. The order of a linear form U
k
j is defined as
ord U kj :=max[+ # [0, 1, ..., n&1] : |:
k
j+ |+|;
k
j+ |>0]
for j=1, 2, ..., n and k=0, 1, ..., mj .
With the above eigenvalue problem we associate the operator function L
on C given by
L(*) :=\L
D(*)
LR(*)+ : W n2(a, b)  L2(a, b)_Cn
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for * # C where
LD(*) :=N&*P,
LR(*) :=(Uj ( } , *))nj=1 .
Here and in the following W k2(a, b), k # N0 , denotes the Sobolev space of
order k associated with L2(a, b).
The spectrum of (1.1), (1.2) is defined as the spectrum _(L) :=
[* # C : L(*) is not bijective] of the holomorphic operator function L.
A point *& # C is said to be an eigenvalue of (1.1), (1.2) if *& # _p(L) :=
[* # C : L(*) is not injective], and [’ s&]
p&&1
s=0 /W
n
2(a, b) is called a chain of
an eigenfunction and associated functions of (1.1), (1.2) at *& if it is a chain
of an eigenfunction and associated functions of L at *& , i.e., ’0&{0 and for
’&(*) := :
p&&1
s=0
(*&*&)s ’ s&
the function L’& has a zero of order p& at *& . A chain of an eigenfunction
and associated functions is called maximal if it cannot be extended to a
chain of an eigenfunction and associated functions of length greater than
p& . If + is an eigenvalue of finite algebraic multiplicity, then a system
[’sj ]
pj&1 r
s=0, j=1 is called a canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated
functions of (1.1), (1.2) at + if it is a a canonical system of eigenfunctions
and associated functions of L at +, i.e.,
(i) [’01 , ..., ’
0
r ] is a basis of Ker L(+),
(ii) [’sj ]
pj&1
s=0 is a maximal chain of an eigenfunction and associated
functions for j=1, 2, ..., r,
(iii) pj=sup[ p(+, ’0) : ’0 # Ker L(+)"span[’0k : k< j ]], j=1, 2, ..., r,
where p(+, ’0) denotes the rank of an eigenfunction ’0 at +.
In the following we always suppose that the problem (1.1), (1.2) is non-
degenerate, which means that the resolvent set \(L) :=[* # C : L(*) is
bijective] of the boundary eigenvalue operator function L associated with
(1.1), (1.2) is non-empty.
Then, since the values of L are Fredholm operators, _(L) is discrete,
_(L)=_p(L), all eigenvalues are of finite algebraic multiplicity and can
accumulate only at infinity (see [21, XI, Corollary 8.4; 35, Chap. 7]). We
denote the set of eigenvalues of L by [*&]&=0 , counting them according to
their geometric multiplicities. A canonical system of eigenfunctions and
associated functions of (1.1), (1.2) is a canonical system [’s&] of eigenfunctions
and associated functions of L, that is, a set
[’s&]= .

&=0
[’s&]
p&&1
s=0
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of chains of eigenfunctions and associated functions of L at all eigenvalues
*& such that for each + # _p(L), [’ s&]
p&&1
s=0, *&=+
is a canonical system of
eigenfunctions and associated functions of L at +.
It is well known (see, e.g., [35, 55]) that the operator function L is
equivalent to the operator function T given by
T (*)=\T
 D(*)
T R(*)+ : (W 12(a, b))n  (L2(a, b))n_Cn
for * # C with
T D(*) y~ =y~ $+(A 0&*A 1) y~ ,
T R(*) y~ =W a(*) y~ (a)+W b(*) y~ (b),
where the coefficient matrices A 0 , A 1 # Mn(L(a, b)) (the set of n_n
matrices with entries from L(a, b)) are given by
A 0=\
0
f0
&1
0
f1
. ..
. ..
} } }
&1
fn&1+ , A 1=\
0
g0 } } } gp&1
. ..
1
. ..
0 } } } 0+ , (1.4)
and the boundary matrices W a(*), W b(*) # Mn(C) are determined by
W a(*)=\ :
mj
k=0
*k:kj++
n n&1
j=1, +=0
, W b(*)=\ :
mj
k=0
*k;kj++
n n&1
j=1, +=0
. (1.5)
This equivalence is achieved by means of the canonical substitution y~ :=S’
where the operator S: W n2(a, b)  (W
1
2(a, b))
n is given by
S’ :=\
’
’$
b
’(n&1)+ , ’ # W n2(a, b). (1.6)
The corresponding relations between the eigenfunctions and associated
functions of (1.1), (1.2) and those of T have been stated in [55].
In order to establish the linearization according to [55], we assume that
the total polynomial degree
n^ :=m1+m2+ } } } +mn (1.7)
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is minimal in the following sense: For each meromorphic n_n matrix
function C , the determinant of which is not identically zero, such
that (W a(*) W b(*))=C (*)(W a(*) W b(*)) is a matrix polynomial, the
total degree of (W a(*) W b(*)) is not less than the total degree n^ of
(W a(*) W b(*)).
To simplify the notation we group boundary conditions of the same
degree in blocks. We let l :=m1=max[m1 , m2 , ..., mn] and set
+i :=*[ j # [1, 2, ..., n] : mj=i], i=l, l&1, ..., 0. (1.8)
Note that n^= li=1 i+ i . If we define
ki := :
l
j=i
+j , i=l+1, l, ..., 0, (1.9)
then we have kl+1=0 and k0=n. For i=0, 1, ..., l,
mkl&i+1+k=l&i, k=1, 2, ..., +l&i ,
and hence
Ukl&i+1+k(’)=*
l&iU l&ikl&i+1+k(’)+ } } } +*U
1
kl&i+1+k
(’)+U 0kl&i+1+k(’),
k=1, 2, ..., +l&i , (1.10)
that is, for i=0 we obtain the boundary conditions of degree l, for i=1 the
boundary conditions of degree l&1 and so on, and for i=l the *-independent
boundary conditions in (1.2).
In the following it is more convenient for us to use boundary matrices
which are polynomials in *&1. To this end we define
C(*) :=diag(*m1, ..., *mn),
and we set
W aC(*) :=C(*)
&1 W a(*), W bC(*) :=C(*)
&1 W b(*).
Then W aC , W
b
C can be written as
W aC(*)= :
l
j=0
*& jW aj , W
b
C(*)= :
l
j=0
*& jW bj
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with n_n matrices W aj , W
b
j of the form
W aj :=\
W ajl
b
W ajj
0(n&kj)_n
+ , W bj :=\
W bjl
b
W bjj
0(n&kj)_n
+ , (1.11)
where 0k_k$ , k, k$ # N0 , denotes the zero matrix in Mk, k$(C) and W aji , W
b
ji
are +i_n matrices given by
Waji :=(:
i& j
ki+1+k, +
) +i n&1k=1, +=0 , W
b
ji :=(;
i& j
ki+1+k, +
) +i n&1k=1, +=0
for j=0, 1, ..., l, i= j, ..., l.
Following the lines of the notations in [55], we introduce the matrix
AaR # Mn^(C) as
AaR :=diag(A
(l ), ..., A(1)), (1.12)
where A( j ) is the j+ j _j+j block matrix given by
A( j ) :=\
0
I+j
. . .
. . .
. . .
I+j 0
+ , j=1, 2, ..., l,
Ik , k # N0 , denoting the unit matrix in Mk(C). By Pi : Cn  C+i we denote
the projection onto the components ki+1+1, ..., ki for i=1, 2, ..., l, that is,
Pi :=(0+i_+l } } } 0+i_+i+1 I+i 0+i_+i&1 } } } 0+i_+0 ), i=1, 2, ..., l.
Further we define the matrices BaR , B
b
R # M n^, n(C) by
BaR :=\
PlW al
+=\
W all
+ ,
b b
PlW a1 W
a
1l
Pl&1 W al&1 W
a
l&1, l&1
b b
Pl&1W a1 W
a
1, l&1
b b
P1W a1 W
a
11
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BbR :=\
PlW bl
+=\
W bll
+ , (1.13)
b b
PlW b1 W
b
1l
Pl&1 W bl&1 W
b
l&1, l&1
b b
Pl&1W b1 W
b
1, l&1
b b
P1W b1 W
b
11
and the matrix C aR # Mn, n^(C) as
C aR :=(0n_+l } } } 0n_+l
(l&1)-times
Pl* 0n_+l&1 } } } 0n_+l&1
(l&2)-times
P*l&1 } } } P1*). (1.14)
By means of these matrices we introduce the boundary operators
AR : (W 12(a, b))
n^  C n^, AR y^ :=AaR y^(a),
BR : (W 12(a, b))
n  C n^, BR y~ :=BaR y~ (a)+B
b
R y~ (b),
(1.15)
CR : (W 12(a, b))
n^  Cn, CR y^ :=C aR y^(a),
DR : (W 12(a, b))
n  Cn, DR y~ :=W a0 y~ (a)+W
b
0 y~ (b),
and we define
Ja : (W 12(a, b))
n^  C n^, Ja y^ :=y^(a). (1.16)
Then the linearized boundary eigenvalue problem associated with the
problem (1.1), (1.2) according to Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 6.2 of [55],
is a boundary eigenvalue problem for a system of n+n^ first order differential
equations with *-linear boundary conditions which can be written in the
form
T(*) y=(T0&*T1) y=0, y # (W 12(a, b))
n+n^, (1.17)
where
T(*) :=\T
D(*)
T R(*)+ , * # C,
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is given by
T D(*) y :=(T D0 &*T
D
1 ) y :=y$+(A0&*A1) y, (1.18)
T R(*) y :=(T R0 &*T
R
1 ) y := (W
a
0&*W
a
1) y(a)+(W
b
0&*W
b
1) y(b) (1.19)
for y # (W 12(a, b))
n+n^, that is,
T0 y=\T
D
0 y
T R0 y+=\
y$+A0 y
W a0 y(a)+W
b
0 y(b)+ ,
(1.20)
T1 y=\T
D
1 y
T R1 y+=\
A1 y
W a1 y(a)+W
b
1 y(b)+ .
Here the matrices A0 , A1 # Mn+n^(L(a, b)) are determined by
A0=\
0 &1
0n_n^ +=\A 00 00+ ,
0
. . .
. . . &1
f0 f1 } } } fn&1
0n^_n 0n^_n^
A1=\
0
0n_n^ +=\A 10 00+ ,
. . .
. . .
g0 } } } gp&1 1 0 } } } 0
0n^_n 0n^_n^
(1.21)
and the (n+n^)_(n+n^) boundary matrices are of the form
W a0=\B
a
R
W a0
AaR
C aR+ , W a1=\
0
0
I n^
0 + ,
(1.22)
W b0=\B
b
R
W b0
0
0+ , W b1=\
0
0
0
0+ ,
the entries being given by (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), and (1.11).
Note that since the differential equation (1.1) is linear in *, so is T D(*)
and hence
T D(*) y=\T
 D(*) y~
0
0
y^$+ , y=\
y~
y^+ # (W 12(a, b))n+n^.
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2. ASYMPTOTIC FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEMS AND MATRICES
If [’1( } , *), ..., ’n( } , *)]/W n2(a, b) is a fundamental system of the n th
order differential equation (N&*P) ’=0, then
Y ( } , *) :=(’ (i&1)j ( } , *))
n
i, j=1 # Mn(W
1
2(a, b))
is a fundamental matrix of the associated system T D(*) y~ =0 of first order
differential equations. Vice versa, if Y ( } , *) # Mn(W 12(a, b)) is a fundamental
matrix of the system T D(*) y~ =0, then [’1( } , *), ..., ’n( } , *)]/W n2(a, b)
given by
’j ( } , *) :=e~ t1Y ( } , *) e~ j , j=1, 2, ..., n,
is a fundamental system of (N&*P) ’=0, where e~ j denotes the j th unit
vector in Cn.
Further, a matrix Y ( } , *) # Mn(W 12(a, b)) is a fundamental matrix of the
system T D(*) y~ =0 of differential equations if and only if
Y( } , *) :=\Y
 ( } , *)
0
0
I n^+ # Mn+n^(W 12(a, b))
is a fundamental matrix of the system T D(*) y=0 of differential equations
of the linearized problem.
In the sequel we want to apply the theorem on asymptotic fundamental
matrices by Mennicken and Mo ller (see [57, Theorem 2.2; 35]) to the
system T D(*) y=0 of first order differential equations of the linearized
problem. For this purpose we first have to guarantee that the latter fulfills
Assumption 2.1 of [57], that is, it can be transformed such that the coef-
ficient A 1 of the linear term becomes diagonal. Here we use the fact that
this is known to be true for the first order system T D(*) y~ =0 corresponding
to a differential equation of the form (N&*P) ’=0.
If we have P’=’(n&1), then the matrix A1 is already diagonal. In this
case we can choose C( } , \)=C(\)=In+n^ in Assumption 2.1 of [57]. In
general, the matrix C can be chosen according to the subsequent proposition.
To this end, we substitute *=\n& p and define the (n& p)th roots of
1 by
|j :=exp \( j&1) 2? in& p + , j=1, 2, ..., n& p.
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We denote by
V :=\
1
|1
b
|n&p&11
} } } } } }
} } } } } }
} } } } } }
1
|n&p
b
|n&p&1n&p + (2.1)
the corresponding Vandermonde matrix, and we set
2l (\) :=diag(1, \, ..., \l&1), l # N,
(2.2)
0 :=\0( p&1)_(n& p)|&11 } } } |&1n& p+ .
Proposition 2.1. Let k # N, kmax[n& p, p&1] if p>0, and suppose
that for the coefficients f& , g& of the differential operators N and P,
respectively,
(i) fj # L(a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1&k, fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for
j=0, 1, ..., min[k&1, n&1] if p=0,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
If we define
C(\) :=\C
 (\)
0
0
I n^+ , C (\) :=\
Ip
0
0
\ 2n& p(\) V+ , (2.3)
then the matrix C is a polynomial of degree n& p in \, C(\)&1=O(1) and
C(\)&1 T D(\n& p) C(\) y= y$&A ( } , \) y, y # (W 12(a, b))
n+n^,
where
A ( } , \)=\A 1+A 0+ :
n& p
j=1
\& jA & j , \ # C.
The matrix A 1 is constant and diagonal,
A 1=diag(0, ..., 0
p
, |1 , ..., |n& p , 0, ..., 0
n^
),
and A & j # Mn+ n^(W k& j (a, b)) for j=0, 1, ..., min[k, n& p].
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Proof. According to [35, Chap. 9, (9.12)], the differential operator T D
fulfills Assumption 2.1 of [57]: Indeed,
C (\)&1 T D(\n& p) C (\) y~ = y~ $&A ( } , \) y~ , y~ # (W 12(a, b))
n,
where
A ( } , \)=\A 1+A 0+ :
n& p
j=1
\& jA & j , \ # C,
with
A 1=diag(0, ..., 0
p
, |1 , ..., |n& p)
and A & j # Mn(W k& j (a, b)) for j=0, 1, ..., min[k, n& p] if the coefficients
f& , g& fulfill the assumptions stated in the proposition. Obviously, the
matrix C is a polynomial of degree n& p in \. From
C (\)&1=\Ip0
&0V &1\&1 2n& p(\&1)
V&1\&1 2n& p(\&1) +
it follows that C (\)&1= O(1). By definition of C(\),
C(\)&1 T D(\n& p) C(\) y=\C
 (\)&1 T D(\n& p) C (\) y~
0
0
y^$+ ,
y=\ y~y^+ # (W 12(a, b))n+ n^.
Hence if we let
A &j=\A
 &j
0
0
0 n^+ , j=&1, 0, ..., n&p, (2.4)
the proposition follows. K
It should be mentioned that there also exists a transformation of the
system of differential equations T D(\n& p) y~ =0 associated with N’=*P’
and hence of T D(\n& p) y=0 given by (1.18) into a system which is not
only asymptotically but in fact linear in \ with diagonal \linear term. This
transformation is due to E. Wagenfu hrer (see [58]). For estimating the
Green’s function, however, it does not give more than the asymptotic
diagonalization of the *-linear coefficient used here.
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The above proposition shows that under certain smoothness conditions
for the coefficients of the differential equation (1.1), the differential operator
T D of the linearized problem satisfies Assumption 2.1 in [57]. Then, by
Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 therein, there exists an asymptotic fundamental
matrix
Y( } , \)=C(\) Y ( } , \)
of T D(\n& p) y=0. Since Theorem 2.2 of [57] also applies to the differential
operator T D, the asymptotic fundamental matrix Y( } , *) can be obtained
as follows.
Proposition 2.2. Let k # N0 , and let
Y ( } , \)=C (\) \P [0]+ :
k
r=1
1
\r
P [r]+
1
\k
B k( } , \)+ E ( } , \)
with
E (x, \)=diag(1, ..., 1
p
, e\|1(x&a), ..., e\|n&p(x&a))
be an asymptotic fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y~ =0 according to
Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 in [57]. Then
Y( } , \)=\C
 (\)
0
0
I n^+\\
P [0]
0
0
I n^++ :
k
r=1
1
\r \
P [r]
0
0
0 n^+
+
1
\k \
B k( } , \)
0
0
0 n^++\
E ( } , \)
0
0
In^+
is an asymptotic fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y=0 according to
Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 in [57].
Proof. The assertion immediately follows from the fact that for the
matrices A & j and A & j occurring in Assumption 2.1 of [57] for T and T ,
respectively, the relation (2.4) holds. K
The above fundamental matrix Y( } , *) is used in the next sections to
determine the regularity of the problem (1.1), (1.2), and, implicitly, for the
estimates of the resolvent needed for the completeness result. In order to
prove basis properties of the eigenfunctions and associated functions, a
more refined asymptotic analysis of the resolvent is necessary. For this, we
have to explore the particular structure of the first order system
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T D(*) y~ =0 associated with a differential equation of the form (N&*P) ’
=0 and of the corresponding system T D(*) y=0 of the linearized problem.
Following the lines of [35, 36], we denote by =i , =i the i th unit vectors
in C p and Cn& p, respectively. Further, let
0n& p :=diag(|1 , ..., |n& p), (2.5)
V :=\
1
|1
b
| p&11
} } } } } }
} } } } } }
} } } } } }
1
|n&p
b
| p&1n&p+ , (2.6)
and let V, 2l (\) be given by (2.1), (2.2).
Theorem 2.3. Let k # N, kmax[n& p, p&1] if p>0, and suppose
that
(i) fj # L(a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1&k, fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for
j=0, 1, ..., min[k&1, n&1] if p=0,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
Then there exists a fundamental matrix Y0( } , \) of T D(\n& p) y=0 such
that for sufficiently large \ in C,
,11( } , \) ,12( } , \) 0
Y0( } , \)=\,21( } , \) ,22( } , \) 0+ E( } , \),0 0 In^
where
E(x, \)=diag(1, ..., 1
p
, e\|1(x&a), ..., e\|n&p(x&a), 1, ..., 1
n^
)
Ip 0 0
=: \ 0 E n& p(x, \) 0+0 0 In^
with the following properties:
(i) There are p_p matrix functions ,[r]11 , r=0, 1, ..., [
k
n& p], such
that for +=1, 2, ..., p, =t+,
[r]
11 # M1, p(W
k+ p&(n& p) r&++1
 (a, b)) and
,11( } , \)=,[0]11 + :
[k(n& p)]
r=1
1
\(n& p) r
,[r]11 +
1
\k
Bk, 11( } , \),
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where ,[0]11 =(h
(i&1)
j )
p
i, j=1 with [h1 , h2 , ..., hp] being a fundamental system
of P’=0, and where Bk, 11( } , \) # Mp(L(a, b)), Bk, 11( } , \)=o(1) and
1
\B$k, 11 ( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the norm in Mp(L(a, b)).
(ii) There are (n&p)_p matrix functions ,[r]21 , r=0, 1, ..., [
k&1
n&p], such that
for +=1, 2, ..., min[n&p, k&(n&p) r], =t+,
[r]
21 # M1, p(W
k&(n&p) r&++1
 (a, b)),
for +=k&(n& p) r+1, ..., n, = t+,
[r]
21 =0, and
,21( } , \)=,[0]21 + :
[(k&1)(n& p)]
r=1
1
\ (n& p) r
,[r]21 +
1
\k&1
Bk, 21( } , \),
where ,[0]21 =(h
(i&1)
j )
n
i= p+1,
p
j=1 with [h1 , h2 , ..., hp] being the fundamental
system of P’=0 from i), and where Bk, 21( } , \) # Mn& p, p(L(a, b)),
Bk, 21( } , \)=o(1) and 1\B$k, 21 ( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the norm in
Mn& p, p(L(a, b)).
(iii) There are functions u+r # W k+1&r (a, b), +=0, 1, ..., n&1, r=0,
1, ..., k :=min[k, k+1& p], such that with
,[r]12 =diag(u0r , ..., up&1, r) V 0
r
n& p ,
,[r]22 =diag(upr , ..., un&1, r) V0
r
n& p
for r=0, 1, ..., k , the representations
,12( } , \)=2p(\) \ :
k
r=0
1
\r
,[r]12 +
1
\k
Bk , 12( } , \)+ ,
,22( } , \)=\ p 2n& p(\) \ :
k
r=0
1
\r
,[r]22 +
1
\k
Bk , 22( } , \)+
hold, where u+0=.0 , +=0, 1, ..., n&1, .0 being the solution of the initial
value problem
.$0&
1
n& p
(gp&1& fn&1) .0=0, .0(a)=1,
Bk , 12( } , \) # Mp, n& p(L(a, b)), Bk , 22( } , \) # Mn& p(L(a, b)), Bk , 12( } , \)=
o(1), Bk , 22( } , \)=o(1), 1\B$k , 12( } , \)=o(1),
1
\B$k , 22( } , \)=o(1) with respect
to the norm in Mp, n& p(L(a, b)) and Mn& p(L(a, b)), respectively.
Proof. This theorem follows from the matrix version of a well known
theorem on asymptotic fundamental systems for differential equations
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N’=*P’ going back to W. Eberhard and G. Freiling [15], and to
R. Mennicken and M. Mo ller [35, 36]. It follows from the respective
Theorem 2.2 in [57] if we set
D 0 0
Y0( } , \) :=\Y
 0( } , \)
0
0
In^+ :=Y( } , \) \ 0 \ p&10 pn&p 0 + , (2.7)0 0 In^
where Y( } , \) is an asymptotic fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y=0
according to Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 of [57], with C(\) as in
Proposition 2.1 (see Proposition 2.2) and D # Mp(C) is a suitably chosen
invertible matrix. A more detailed proof (for the asymptotic structure of
Y 0( } , \)) can be found in [36, Chap. VIII]. K
Sometimes the following notation is used in order to abbreviate
asymptotic expansions.
Notation 2.4. Let l # N0 , and let g be a function on C with values in a
Banach space X. If g has an asymptotic representation
g(\)= f (\)+O \ 1\l+1+ , f (\)= f0+
f1
\
+ } } } +
fl
\l
,
with f0 , f1 , ..., fl # X for \ # C, \  , with respect to the norm in X, then
we write
g(\)=[ f (\)]l .
We omit the index l if l=0. If precise information on f (\) is not necessary,
we will write [V (\)] l , [V ( } , \)] or [V (x, \)] l , respectively, if we want to
indicate that x, for example, is the independent variable in the case that X
is a function space.
Corollary 2.5. Let k # N, kmax[n& p+1, p&1] if p>0. Then,
under the further assumptions of Theorem 2.3,
, 11( } , \) , 12( } , \) 0
Y $0( } , \)=\, 21( } , \) , 22( } , \) 0 + E( } , \),0 0 0 n^
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where
, 11( } , \)= :
[(k&1)(n& p)]&1
r=0
1
\ (n& p) r
, [r]11
+
1
\(n& p)[(k&1)(n& p)]
[, [(k&1)(n& p)]11 ],
, 21( } , \)= :
[(k&1)(n& p)]&2
r=0
1
\ (n& p) r
, [r]21
+
1
\(n& p)([(k&1)(n& p)]&1)
[, [(k&1)(n& p)]&121 ],
, 12( } , \)=\ p[, [0]12 ],
, 22( } , \)=\n[, [0]22 ],
with p_p matrix functions , [r]11 , r=0, 1, ..., [
k&1
n& p], such that for +=1, 2,
..., p, = t+,
[r]
11 # M1, p(W
k+ p&(n& p) r&+
 (a, b)), (n& p)_p matrix functions
, [r]21 # Mn& p, p(W
k&(n& p)(r+1)
 (a, b)), r=0, 1, ..., [
k&1
n& p]&1, p_(n& p) matrix
functions , [0]12 # Mp, n& p(W
k+1
 (a, b)), ,
[0]
12 ==p=
t
1.0V, and (n& p)_(n& p)
matrix functions , [0]22 # Mn& p(W
k+1
 (a, b)), ,
[0]
22 ==n& p=
t
1.0 V.
Proof. All assertions follow from the fact that Y0( } , \) satisfies the
differential equation T D(\n& p) y=0 and from Theorem 2.3 if we observe
that (g0 , ..., gp&1)t ,[0]11 +=
t
1,
[0]
21 =0 since [h1 , h2 , ..., hp] in Theorem 2.3(i)
and (ii) is a fundamental system of P’=0. K
In order to obtain the asymptotic expansion of the resolvent T(*)&1=
(T0&*T1)&1, we also need the inverse of the above asymptotic fundamen-
tal matrix Y0( } , \).
Theorem 2.6. Let k # N, kmax[n& p, p&1] if p>0, and suppose
that
(i) fj # L(a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1&k, fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for
j=0, 1, ..., min[k&1, n&1] if p=0,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
Let Y0( } , \) be the fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y=0 according to
Theorem 2.3. Then, for sufficiently large \ in C,
11( } , \) 12( } , \) 0
Y0( } , \)&1=E( } , &\) \21( } , \) 22( } , \) 0+ ,0 0 I n^
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where
E(x, \)=diag(1, ..., 1
p
, e\|1(x&a), ..., e\|n&p(x&a), 1, ..., 1
n^
)
with the following properties:
(i) There are matrix functions [r]11 # Mp(W
k+1&(n& p) r
 ), r=0, 1, ...,
[ kn& p], such that
11( } , \)= :
[k(n& p)]
r=0
1
\(n& p) r
[r]11 +
1
\k
Dk, 11( } , \),
where Dk, 11( } , \) # Mp(L(a, b)) such that Dk, 11( } , \) = o(1) and
1
\ D$k, 11 ( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the norm in Mp(L(a, b)).
(ii) There are p_(n& p) matrix functions [r]12 , r=0, 1, ..., [
k
n& p],
such that for +=1, 2, ..., n& p, [r]12 =+ # M1, p(W
k&(n& p)(r+1)+++1
 (a, b))
and
12( } , \)=
1
\n& p
:
[k(n& p)]
r=0
1
\ (n& p) r
[r]12 +
1
\k+1
Dk, 12( } , \) 2n& p(\)&1,
where
[0]12 =n& p=&,
[0]
11
&1=p ,
and Dk, 12( } , \) # Mp, n& p(L(a, b)) such that Dk, 12( } , \) = o(1),
1
\ D$k, 12 ( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the norm in Mp, n& p(L(a, b)).
(iii) There are matrix functions [r]21 # Mn& p, p(W
k+1&r
 (a, b)),
r=0, 1, ..., k, such that
21( } , \)=
1
\ p \ :
k
r=0
1
\r
[r]21 +
1
\k
Dk, 21( } , \)+ ,
where Dk, 21( } , \) # Mn& p, p(L(a, b)) such that Dk, 21( } , \)=o(1) and
1
\ D$k, 21 ( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the norm in Mn& p, p(L(a, b)).
(iv) There are matrix functions [r]22 # Mn& p(W
k+1&r
 (a, b)), r=0, 1,
..., k, such that
22( } , \)=
1
\ p \ :
k
r=0
1
\r
[r]22 +
1
\k
Dk, 22( } , \)+ 2n& p(\)&1,
where
[0]22 =,
[0]&1
22 =.
&1
0 |
&p
n& pV
&1,
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Dk, 22( } , \) # Mn& p(L(a, b)), Dk, 22( } , \)=o(1) and 1\ D$k, 22 ( } , \)=o(1)
with respect to the norm in Mn& p(L(a, b)).
Proof. The proof of this theorem can be found in [36] (see
Theorem 8.4.1 therein). K
Corollary 2.7. Let k # N, kmax[n& p, p&1] if p>0. Suppose that
fj # W j(a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1, and that
(i) fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1 if p=0 and kn,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1 if kn, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
Let Y0( } , \) be the fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y=0 according to
Theorem 2.3, and let
11( } , \) 12( } , \) 0
Y0( } , \)&1=E( } , &\) \21( } , \) 22( } , \) 0+0 0 In^
be as in Theorem 2.6. Then, for sufficiently large \ in C and
+=0, 1, ..., n&1,
= t&
(+)
12 ( } , \) =n& p=
1
\n& p \z (+)& + :
[(k&+)(n& p)]
r=1
1
\(n& p) r
z (+)&r
+
1
\k&+
D k, 12, &+( } , \)+ ,
&=1, 2, ..., p,
where [z1 , z2 , ..., zp] is a fundamental system of the differential equation
P*‘=0 formally adjoint to P’=0, D k, 12, &+( } , \) # Mp, n& p(L(a, b)) such
that D k, 12, &+( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the norm in Mp, n& p(L(a, b)), and
=t&& p
(+)
22 ( } , \) =n& p=
1
\n&1 \ :
k
r=0
1
\r
z&+r+
1
\k
D k, 22, &+( } , \)+ ,
&= p+1, ..., n,
D k, 22, &+( } , \) # Mn& p(L(a, b)), D k, 22, &+( } , \)=o(1) with respect to the
norm in Mn& p(L(a, b)).
Proof. According to [36, Theorem 8.4.2], [‘1( } , \), ..., ‘n( } , \)] given by
‘&( } , \) :=e~ t&Y 0( } , \)
&1 e~ n
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is a fundamental system of the differential equation N*‘&*P*‘=0
formally adjoint to N’&*P’=0. The corollary is a consequence of the
relations
=t&
(+)
12 ( } , \) =n& p=‘
(+)
& ( } , \), &=1, 2, ..., p,
=t&& p
(+)
22 ( } , \) =n& p=(e
\|&&p } ‘&( } , \)) (+)
= :
+
s=0 \
+
s+ (\|&& p)+&s e\|&&p } ‘ (s)& ( } , \),
&= p+1, ..., n,
for +=0, 1, ..., n&1, and of the asymptotic expansions of ‘(s)& ( } , \) for
s=0, 1, ..., n&1 established in Theorem 8.4.2 of [36], which follows from
Theorem 2.6. K
Let T =(T D, T R) be the n-dimensional first order boundary eigenvalue
operator function equivalent to the problem (1.1), (1.2) according to
Section 1, let Y ( } , *)=(’ (i&1)j ( } , *))
n
i, j=1 be a fundamental matrix of T
D(*) y~
=0, and let
M (*) :=T R(*) Y ( } , *), 2 (*) :=det M (*) (2.8)
be the characteristic matrix function and the corresponding characteristic
determinant of T associated with Y ( } , *), or equivalently of (1.1), (1.2),
associated with [’1( } , *), ..., ’n( } , *)].
Further, let T=(T D, T R) be the linearized first order (n+n^)-dimensional
boundary eigenvalue operator function which is equivalent to T and hence
to (1.1), (1.2) according to Section 1, let Y( } , *) be a fundamental matrix
of T D(*) y=0, and let
M(*) :=T R(*) Y( } , *), 2(*) :=det M(*) (2.9)
be the characteristic matrix function and the corresponding characteristic
determinant of T associated with the fundamental matrix Y( } , *) of
T D(*) y=0.
Proposition 2.8. Let Y ( } , *) be a fundamental matrix of T D(*) y~ =0
and let the fundamental matrix Y( } , *) of T D(*) y=0 be given by
Y( } , *)=\Y
 ( } , *)
0
0
In^+ .
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Then the corresponding characteristic determinants of T and T coincide:
2 (*)=2(*).
Proof. According to Theorem 4.1 of [55],
2 (*)=det \diag(*m1, ..., *mn) \DR&CR \ n^AR&*Ja+
&1
\ 0BR++ Y ( } , *)+ ,
where the operators AR , BR , CR , DR , and Ja are given by (1.15), (1.16)
and n^ denotes the derivative in (W 12(a, b))
n^. Thus, by the definition of n^ in
(1.7), it follows that
2 (*)=*n^ det(DR Y ( } , *)&C aR(A
a
R&*)
&1 BR Y ( } , *)).
On the other hand, using the representation of T R stated in Section 1 we
find
2(*)=det \\BRDR
AR&*Ja
CR +\
Y ( } , *)
0
0
I n^++
=det \BRY
 ( } , *)
DR Y ( } , *)
AaR&*
C aR +
=det \\ IC aR(AaR&*)&1
0
I+
_\ BRY
 ( } , *)
DRY ( } , *)&C aR(A
a
R&*)
&1 BR Y ( } , *)
AaR&*
0 ++
=*n^ det(DR Y ( } , *)&C aR(A
a
R&*)
&1 BR Y ( } , *)).
The last equality follows from the special structure of AaR (see (1.2)). K
We introduce the notions of normality, Stone-regularity and (strong)
regularity of a problem (1.1), (1.2) in terms of the normality, Stone-
regularity and (strong) regularity of the corresponding equivalent first
order problem T (*) y~ =0. The latter were defined in [57, Sect. 2] (see
Definitions 2.7 and 2.8 therein) and we repeat them for the convenience of
the reader.
To this end, we first state the asymptotic expansion of the characteristic
determinant (see Proposition 2.6 of [57]). Note that according to what
was proved before the first order system T D(*) y~ =0 and the differential
equation T D(*) y=0 of the linearized problem fulfill all assumptions of
[57] if the coefficients f& , g& of the differential equation (1.1) are
sufficiently smooth.
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Proposition 2.9. Let k # N0 , and let
Y ( } , \)=C (\) \P [0]+ :
k
r=1
1
\r
P [r]+
1
\k
B k( } , \)+ E ( } , \),
\n& p=*, be an asymptotic fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y~ =0 according
to Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 in [57], where C (\) is chosen according to
Assumption 2.1 of [57],
E ( } , \)=diag(E0( } , \), E1( } , \), ..., En( } , \)),
E&(x, \)=exp \\ |
x
a
r~ &(!) d!+ ,
where r~ & , &=1, 2, ..., n, are the diagonal elements of A 1 or A 1 , respectively.
Then, for sufficiently large \ # C, the characteristic determinant 2 of (1.1),
(1.2) has an asymptotic expansion
2 (\)=\q~ 0 :
c # E
[bc(\)]k&1 e\c,
where q~ 0 is defined as
q~ 0 :=q~ 1+q~ 2+ } } } +q~ n (2.10)
with
q~ i :=max[deg(e~ ti W
a(\n& p) C (\)), deg(e~ ti W
b(\n& p) C (\))], (2.11)
i=1, 2, ..., n.
Here e~ i denotes the ith unit vector in Cn, E is the set
E={ :
n
&=1
R &(x(&)) : x(&) # [a, b], &=1, 2, ..., n= ,
and
bc(\)=bc0+
bc1
\
+ } } } +
bc, k&1
\k&1
are polynomials of order k&1 in \&1.
Definition 2.10. Let k # N0 and Y ( } , \) be a fundamental matrix of
T D(\n& p) y=0 as in Proposition 2.9 above. We denote by M the smallest
convex polygon containing all points c # E. For r # [0, 1, ..., k&1] we
denote by Mr the smallest convex polygon containing all points c # E for
which bcs {0 for some s # [0, 1, ..., r]. Obviously, Mr&1 /Mr /M.
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The problem T (*) y~ =0 is called normal if there exists a number
}0 # [0, 1, ..., k&1] with the following properties:
(i) The polygon M}0 has at least 2 points of tangency with M.
(ii) The perpendiculars constructed from a certain fixed interior
point of M to the sides of M on which the points of tangency lie divide the
complex plane into sectors of angle less than ?.
If M is a segment, the problem is called normal if there exists a
}0 # [0, 1, ..., k&1] such that
(iii) M}0=M.
If }0 is the least number such that (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively, hold, then
the problem T (*) y~ =0 is said to be normal of order }0 .
The problem T (*) y~ =0 is called Stone-regular if M}0=M for some num-
ber }0 # [0, 1, ..., k&1]. If }0 is the smallest number with this property,
then it is called Stone-regular of order }0 . A Stone-regular problem
T (*) y~ =0 of order 0 is called regular. A regular problem T (*) y~ =0 is
called strongly regular if asymptotically the zeros of the characteristic deter-
minant 2 are simple and differ from one another by some positive constant
$>0. Note that any Stone-regular problem of order }0 is normal of
order }0 .
Definition 2.11. Let }0 # N. The problem (1.1), (1.2) is called normal
of order }0 (Stone-regular of order }0 , (strongly) regular) if the associated
first order problem T (*) y~ =0 is normal of order }0 (Stone-regular of order
}0 , (strongly) regular).
In order to relate the various notions of regularity of the problem (1.1),
(1.2) to those of the corresponding linearized problem (1.17) (which are
defined according to [57], analogously to Definition 2.10), we use the
relation of the respective asymptotic fundamental matrices established
previously.
Theorem 2.12. If the problem (1.1), (1.2) is normal of order }0
(Stone-regular of order }0 , (strongly) regular), then the associated linearized
problem T(*) y=0 is normal of order }0 (Stone-regular of order }0 ,
(strongly) regular).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 the asymptotic fundamental matrices Y ( } , *)
of T D(\n& p) y~ =0 and Y( } , *) of T D(\n& p) y=0 according to
Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 of [57], are related by
Y( } , *)=\Y
 ( } , *)
0
0
In^+ .
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By Proposition 2.8, the asymptotic expansions of 2 (\) and 2(\)
coincide. K
For the completeness results in the next section, we need to determine a
certain index }2 which depends on the order }0 of normality of the
problem, but also on the transformation chosen to fulfill Assumption 2.1
of [57].
Proposition 2.13. Let k # N, kmax[n& p, p&1] if p>0, and suppose
that
(i) fj # L(a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1&k, fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for
j=0, 1, ..., min[k&1, n&1] if p=0,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
Then, if we choose C(\) as in (2.3), the linearized system (1.17) fulfills
Assumption 2.1 of [57] with k, d=n& p, and q=n& p, q^=0. If the
problem (1.17) is normal of order }0 , then the index }2 defined in (3.6) of
[57] is given by
}2=_ }0n& p&+3.
In the special case that P’=’(n&1), if we choose C(\)=In+ n^ , then
Assumption 2.1 of [57] is fulfilled with d=n& p, q=q^=0, and the index }2
defined in (3.6) of [57] is given by
}2=_ }0n& p&+2.
Proof. The first statement is immediate from Proposition 2.1. Since
q^=0,
}2=_}0+qn& p &+2={_
}0
n& p&+2 if P’=’ (n&1), C(\)=In+n^ ,
_ }0n& p&+3 otherwise. K
3. COMPLETENESS RESULTS
A system [ei]1 in a Banach space E is complete if its linear span (the
set of all finite linear combinations) is dense in E.
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In order to establish completeness results for the eigenfunctions and
associated functions of a boundary eigenvalue problem (1.1), (1.2), we
apply the completeness result proved in [57] to the associated linearized
problem. To this end, we associate with the problem (1.1), (1.2) a sequence
(V lk)

k=0 of subspaces of W
l
2 for l=0, 1, ..., n in the following way:
Let T(*)=T0&*T1 be the linearization of (1.1), (1.2) according to
Section 1, and let the sequence (Vk)

0 of subspaces of (W
1
2(a, b))
n+n^ be
defined by (see Theorem 3.3, (3.5) of [57])
Vk :=T &10 ((Ker((T1T
&1
0 )*)
k)=), k=0, 1, ... . (3.1)
Proposition 3.1. Let Qn be the projection of (W 12(a, b))
n+n^ onto the first
n components, and let S: W n2(a, b)  (W
1
2(a, b))
n, S’=(’, ’$, ..., ’(n&1))t, be
as in (1.6). Then
QnVk /R(S), k=1, 2, ...,
where R(S) denotes the range of S, and
(I&Qn) Vk /[ y^ # (W 12(a, b))
n^ : y^ constant on [a, b]].
Proof. From Ker(T1 T &10 )*/Ker((T1T
&1
0 )*)
k for k=1, 2, ..., it follows
that
Vk=T &10 ((Ker((T1T
&1
0 )*)
k)=)/T &10 ((Ker(T1 T
&1
0 )*)
=)
=T &10 (R(T1 T
&1
0 ))=T
&1
0 (R(T1)). (3.2)
The operator T1 : (W 12(a, b))
n+n^  (L2(a, b))n+n^_Cn^+n is of the form (see
(1.20), (1.21), (1.22))
T1 y=\T
D
1 y
T R1 y+=\\
A 1 y~
0 +
\y^(a)0 ++ , y=\y~y^+ # (W 12(a, b))n+n^,
with A 1 given by (1.4). Let e~ 1 , ..., e~ n denote the unit vectors in Cn. From the
relation e~ ti A 1=0 for i=1, 2, ..., n&1 it follows that
R(T1)/[0]n&1_L2(a, b)_[0] n^_C n^_[0]n. (3.3)
Now let y # Vk , y=( y~ , y^) t and y~ =( y~ i)n1 . By (3.2), (3.3), and (1.4) we have
0=eti T
D
0 y=e~
t
i( y~ $+A 0 y~ )= y~ i$& y~ i+1 , i=1, 2, ..., n&1,
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where e1 , ..., en+n^ denote the unit vectors in Cn+ n^. Hence y~ i= y~ (i&1)1 for
i=1, 2, ..., n which implies y1 # W n2(a, b) and Qn y= y~ =( y
(i&1)
1 )
n
1=Sy1 #
R(S). Further, (I&Qn) y= y^ and, again by (3.2) and (3.3), y^$=0. K
Definition 3.2. For l=0, 1, ..., n, we define a sequence (V lk)

k=0 of
subspaces of the Sobolev space W l2(a, b) by
V lk :=S
&1(QnVk)
& }&2, l, k=0, 1, ..., (3.4)
where the closure is taken with respect to the norm & }&2, l in W l2(a, b).
According to the foregoing proposition, the subspaces V lk /W
l
2(a, b)
are well-defined, they are closed by definition and have the following
properties:
Proposition 3.3. For k=0, 1, ..., we have
(i) Vnk=S
&1(QnVk),
(ii) Vnk /V
n&1
k / } } } /V
0
k ,
(iii) V lk /[’ # W
l
2(a, b) : U
0
j (’)=0, mj=0, ord U jl&1],
l=0, 1, ..., n.
The last statement implies that the functions belonging to the space V lk
satisfy the *-independent boundary conditions (1.2) of order l&1.
Proof. Let k # [0, 1, ...].
(i) The subspace Vk /(W 12(a, b))
n+n^ is closed by definition (see
(3.1)), since (Ker((T1T &10 )*)
k)= is closed and T &10 is continuous. Moreover,
the operators Qn and S &1: R(S)  W n2(a, b) are continuous, and hence
S&1(QnVk) is closed in W n2(a, b).
(ii) The statement follows from the fact that the norm & }&2, l is
stronger than the norm & }&2, m whenever lm.
(iii) Let l # [0, 1, ..., n]. It is sufficient to prove that
S&1(QnVk)/[’ # W l2(a, b) : U
0
j (’)=0, m j=0].
Let ’ # S &1(QnVk), ’=S &1Qn y with y # Vk . Then we have y=( y~ , y^)t with
y~ =(’(i&1))ni=1 , and, by (3.2) and (3.3),
e ti T
R
0 y=0, i=n^+1, ..., n^+n,
where T R0 is given by T
R(*)=: T R0 &*T
R
1 . By the representation of T
R (see
(1.19), (1.22)), this implies
W a0 y~ (a)+W
b
0 y~ (b)+C
a
R y^(a)=0.
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The last +0 rows of C aR are equal to 0 by definition (see (1.14)), the last +0
rows of W a0 and W
b
0 are given by W
a
00=(:
0
n&+0+k, +
) +0k=1,
n&1
+=0 and W
b
00=
(;0n&+0+k, + )
+0
k=1,
n&1
+=0 , respectively (see (1.11)). Consequently,
(:0n&+0+k, + )
+0
k=1,
n&1
+=0 (’
(+)(a))n&1+=0+(;
0
n&+0+k, +
) +0k=1,
n&1
+=0 (’
(+)(b))n&1+=0=0,
which is equivalent to
Uj (’, *)=U 0j (’)=0, j=n&+0+1, ..., n.
By definition, +0 is the number of boundary conditions (1.2) not depending
on *. Because of m1m2 } } } mn , the last +0 boundary conditions are
just the *-independent boundary conditions. K
Proposition 3.4. If [’s&] is a canonical system of eigenfunctions and
associated functions of the problem (1.1), (1.2), then [’s&]/V
l
k for l=0, 1,
..., n and k=0, 1, ... .
Proof. Let k # [0, 1, ...], and let [’s&] be a canonical system of eigenfunc-
tions and associated functions of (1.1), (1.2). According to Proposition 3.3(i)
and (ii), it is sufficient to prove [’s&]/V
n
k=S
&1(QnVk). By Proposition 6.4
and Proposition 3.3 of [55], there exists a canonical system [ ys&] of eigen-
functions and associated functions of the corresponding linearized problem
such that Qn ys&=S’
s
&. As y
s
& # Vk by Theorem 3.3 of [57], the assertion
follows. K
The main result of this section is the following completeness result:
Theorem 3.5. Let k # N, kmax[n& p, p&1] if p>0, and suppose
that for the coefficients f& , g& of the differential operators N and P,
respectively,
(i) fj # L(a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1&k, fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for
j=0, 1, ..., min[k&1, n&1] if p=0,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
Let the problem (1.1), (1.2) be non-degenerate, and let [’s&] be a corresponding
canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated functions. Assume that
(1.1), (1.2) is normal of order }0 , and set
}2={_
}0
n& p&+2 if P’=’(n&1) and C(\)=In+n^ ,
_ }0n& p&+3 otherwise.
(3.5)
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Then the sequence (V lk)

k=0 of subspaces of W
l
2 , l=0, 1, ..., n, becomes
stationary at }2 ,
V lk=V
l
}2
, k}2 ,
and the system [’s&] is complete in V
l
}2
for l=0, 1, ..., n.
Proof. If the problem (1.1), (1.2) is normal of order }0 , then so is the
linearized problem by Theorem 2.12. The first statement is immediate from
the definition of V lk and from Theorem 3.3 of [57]. For the second assertion
it is sufficient to prove that [’s&] is complete in V
n
}2
. According to Proposition
6.4 and Proposition 3.3 of [56], the system [ ys&]/(W
1
2(a, b))
n+n^ given by
ys&=\
y~ s&
+ ,& :s
t=0 \\
n^
AR&*&Ja+
&1
\ 0Ja++
s&t
\ n^AR&*& Ja +
&1
\ 0BR+ y~ t&
where y~ s&=S’
s
&=(’
s (i&1)
& )
n
i=1 , is a system of eigenfunctions and associated
functions of the linearized problem T(*) y=0 corresponding to (1.1), (1.2)
(n^ denotes the derivative in (W 12(a, b))
n^). Hence [ y s&] is complete in V}2
by Theorem 3.3 of [57]. As Qn and S &1: R(S)  W n2(a, b) are continuous
and ’s&=S
&1Qn ys& , it follows that [’
s
&] is complete in S
&1(QnV}2)=
Vn}2 . K
4. MINIMALITY RESULTS
A system [ei]1 in a Banach space E is called minimal if there exists a
system [ f j]1 in E$ which is biorthogonal to [e i]

1 , i.e.,
fj (ei)=$ij , i, j=1, 2, ... .
The system [ei]1 is called minimal with defect m, m # N0 , if there exist m
elements ei1 , ..., eim /[ei]

1 such that [ei]

1 "[ei1 , ..., eim] is minimal and
span([ei]1 "[ei1 , ..., eim])=span[ei]

1 .
The number m is called the defect of minimality.
By means of the minimality results for first order systems established in
[57], applied to the linearized problem (1.17), we are able to establish a
theorem on the minimality of the eigenfunctions and associated functions
of a problem (1.1), (1.2) in the Sobolev spaces W l2(a, b) of order lp.
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Theorem 4.1. Let [’s&]/W
n
2(a, b) be a canonical system of eigenfunc-
tions and associated functions of a non-degenerate problem (1.1), (1.2).
Let T(*)=T0&*T1 be the linearization of (1.1), (1.2). Let [ ys&]/
(W 12(a, b))
n+n^ and [v t+ ]/(L2(a, b))
n+n^_C n^+n be canonical systems of
eigenfunctions and associated functions of T and T*, respectively, and define
V :=span[ ys&], W :=span[v
t
+ ]. Denote by Q the orthogonal projection of
(L2(a, b))n+n^_C n^+n onto C n^+n and set
m0 :=codimQW(QW & Q(T1V)=). (4.1)
Then m0n^, the system [P’s&] is minimal with defect m0 in L2(a, b), and the
system [’s&] is minimal with defect m0 in W
l
2(a, b) for lp.
Proof. That m0n^ follows from m0codimC n^+n Q(T1 V)= and from
R(T1)/(L2(a, b))n+ n^_C n^_[0]n which implies [0] n^_Cn/Q(T1V)=.
Further, let P :=I&Q be the orthogonal projection of (L2(a, b))n+n^_C n^+n
onto (L2(a, b))n+n^. By Proposition 3.8 of [57], the system
[PT1 y s&]={\A
 1 y~ s&
0 += ,
where y~ s&=(’
s
&
(i&1))ni=1 , is minimal with defect m0 in (L2(a, b))
n+n^. Then,
clearly, [A 1 y~ s&] is minimal with defect m0 in (L2(a, b))
n. By (1.4),
A 1 y~ s&=\
0
g0 } } } gp&1
. . .
1
. . .
0 } } } 0+\
’ s&
’ s&$
b
’s(n&1)& +=\
0
b
0
P’s&+ ,
where P is the differential operator on the right hand side of (1.1). Thus
[P’s&] is minimal with defect m0 in L2(a, b). This proves the first statement.
The second assertion follows from Remark 2.9(i) of [56], and from the
fact that for lp, the operator P: W l2(a, b)  W
l& p
2 (a, b) is bounded. K
Remark 4.2. If the coefficients of (1.1) are sufficiently smooth and the
problem (1.1), (1.2) is normal of order }0 , then V=V}2 , W=W}2 are the
spaces associated with the linearization T and its adjoint T* according to
Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 of [57], respectively.
Corollary 4.3. Let the coefficients of (1.1) fulfill the assumptions of
Theorem 3.5, let the problem (1.1), (1.2) be normal of order }0 , and let
V l}2 /W
l
2 be as in Definition 3.2.
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If P: V p}2  L2(a, b) is invertible, then [’
s
&] is minimal with defect m0 in
W l2(a, b) for lp. In particular, if there are at least p *-independent boundary
conditions of order p&1, then [’s&] is minimal with defect m0 in W
l
2(a, b)
for lp.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, [’s&]/V
p
}2
. Since P is a Fredholm operator,
the assumption implies that the inverse P&1: R(P)  V p}2 is bounded. Then
the first assertion follows from Remark 2.9(i) of [56]. The second
statement follows from the first one as ’ # V p}2 implies that ’ fulfills all
*-independent boundary conditions of order p&1 by Proposition 3.3. K
5. RIESZ BASIS PROPERTIES
A system [ei]1 in a Banach space E is called a basis if any element x # E
has a unique representation
x= :

i=1
ci ei (5.1)
with respect to the norm of E. The basis [ei]1 is called unconditional if the
series in (5.1) converges unconditionally. If (5.1) converges (uncondi-
tionally) in E only after putting some of its terms in parentheses the
arrangement of which does not depend on x, then [ei]1 is called a basis
with parentheses (an unconditional basis with parentheses) in E. An
unconditional basis (with parentheses) in a Hilbert space is a Riesz basis
(with parentheses) up to normalization. If the system [ei]1 is only mini-
mal with defect m in E, then [ei]1 is called a basis, an unconditional basis,
a Riesz basis (with parentheses), respectively, with defect m in E.
In the following we will use the abstract basis theorem of [56] in order
to prove that for a Stone-regular problem (1.1), (1.2) the eigenfunctions
and associated functions have certain basis properties. The convergence of
the respective Fourier series is guaranteed by a suitable condition on the
order of regularity.
To this end, we need a much more detailed asymptotic representation of
the resolvent of the linearization than the one for general systems of first
order differential equations derived in [57]. Here the particular structure
of the asymptotic fundamental matrix associated with a differential equation
N’=*P’ and its inverse according to Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 is essential,
which allows the application of a certain auxiliary lemma (see Lemma 3.9
of [57]).
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For the formulation of the condition on the order of regularity and the
proof of the basis theorem, we need the following definitions. We set
qi :=max[deg(eti W
a(\n& p) C(\)) , deg(e ti W
b(\n& p) C(\))],
i=1, 2, ..., n+n^, (5.2)
and
q0 :=q1+q2+ } } } +qn+n^ . (5.3)
Definition 5.1. Let l=m1m2 } } } mn be the polynomial degrees
of the linear forms Uj ( } , *) as defined in (1.3), and let
+i =*[ j # [1, 2, ..., n] : mj=i], i=l, l&1, ..., 0,
ki =*[ j # [1, 2, ..., n] : mji], i=l+1, l, ..., 0,
be the number of linear forms Uj ( } , *) of degree i and i, respectively, as
defined in (1.8), (1.9). Let
(l1 , l2 , ..., ln^) :=(ord U 01 , ..., ord U
0
kl
, ..., ord U l&11 , ..., ord U
l&1
kl
,
l+l
ord U 0kl+1 , ..., ord U
0
kl&1
, ..., ord U l&2kl+1 , ..., ord U
l&2
kl&1
,
(l&1) +l&1
..., ord U 2k2+1 , ..., ord U
0
k1
)
+1
be the orders of the linear forms U kj in Uj ( } , *) with k<mj , j=1, 2, ..., n,
and let
(ln^+1 , ln^+2 , ..., ln^+n)
:=(ord U l1 , ..., ord U
l
kl
, ord U l&1kl+1 , ..., ord U
l&1
kl&1
,
+l +l&1
..., ord U 0k1+1 , ..., ord U
0
k0
)
+0
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be the orders of the leading linear forms U mjj in Uj ( } , *), j=1, 2, ..., n. Then
we define
l (1) :=max[l&1+ } } } +l&n&p+1+(n^&k)(n& p) :
[&1 , ..., &k]/[1, ..., n^],
[&k+1 , ..., &n& p+1]/[n^+1, ..., n^+n],
k=0, 1, ..., min[n& p+1, n^]],
l (2) :=max[l&1+ } } } +l&n&p+(n^&k)(n& p) :
[&1 , ..., &k]/[1, ..., n^],
[&k+1 , ..., &n& p]/[n^+1, ..., n^+n],
k=0, 1, ..., min[n& p, n^]],
l (3) :=max[l&1+ } } } +l&n&p&1+(n^&k)(n& p) :
[&1 , ..., &k]/[1, ..., n^],
[&k+1 , ..., &n& p&1]/[n^+1, ..., n^+n],
k=0, 1, ..., min[n& p&1, n^]],
l (4) :=max[l&1+ } } } +l&n&p+1+(n^&1&k)(n& p) :
[&1 , ..., &k]/[1, ..., n^],
[&k+1 , ..., &n& p+1]/[n^+1, ..., n^+n],
k=0, 1, ..., min[n& p+1, n^&1]],
l (5) :=max[l&1+ } } } +l&n&p+(n^&1&k)(n& p) :
[&1 , ..., &k]/[1, ..., n^],
[&k+1 , ..., &n& p][n^+1, ..., n^+n],
k=0, 1, ..., min[n& p, n^&1]].
Theorem 5.2. Let the problem (1.1), (1.2) be non-degenerate, and let
[’s&] be a corresponding canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated
functions. Suppose that fj # W j (a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1, and that for some
k # N, kmax[n& p+1, p&1] if p>0,
(i) fn&1& j # W k& j (a, b) for j=0, 1, ..., n&1 if p=0 and kn,
(ii) f0 , ..., fp&1 # W k&(n& p) (a, b), fn&1& j # W
k& j
 (a, b) for j=0, 1, ...,
n& p&1 if kn, and g0 , ..., gp&1 # W k(a, b) if p>0.
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Let T(*)=T0&*T1 be the linearization of (1.1), (1.2) according to
Section 1. Further, let [ ys&]/(W
1
2(a, b))
n+n^ and [v t+ ]/(L2(a, b))
n+n^_C n^+n
be canonical systems of eigenfunctions and associated functions of T and T*,
respectively, define V=span[ ys&], W=span[v
t
+ ], and set
m0=codimQW(QW & Q(T1 V)=),
where Q is the orthogonal projection of (L2(a, b))n+n^_C n^+n onto C n^+n.
Suppose the problem (1.1), (1.2) is Stone-regular of order }0 with
}0(n& p)( p&1)+q0&l (2),
and let }2 be given by (3.5). Then the system [’ s&] is a Riesz basis with
parentheses of defect m0 in the subspace V l}2 of W
l
2(a, b) (defined in 3.4)
for l= p, p+1, ..., n.
Moreover, it is only necessary to combine in parentheses the eigenfunctions
and associated functions corresponding to eigenvalues the distance between
which is smaller than $ where $>0 may be chosen arbitrarily small. If the
problem ist strongly regular, the basis properties hold without parentheses.
Proof. Since the problem (1.1), (1.2) is Stone-regular of order }0 , so is
the linearized problem (1.17) according to Theorem 2.12. Therefore,
according to Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 of [57], the system [ ys&] is complete
and minimal in the subspace V}2 of (W
1
2(a, b))
n+n^ introduced in 3.1. We
define the finite codimensional subspace E1 of V}2 by
E1 :={F=(F+)n+n^+=1 # V}2 : F(a)=F(b)=0,
|
b
a
[i]12 (!) =n& p(g0(!), ..., gp&1(!))
t (F+(!)) p+=1 d!=0,
|
b
a
[i]12 (!) =n& p Fp+1(!) d!=0, i=0, 1, ..., i0&1= ,
where the matrices [i]12 are given by Theorem 2.16(ii) and i0 :=[
n
n& p]+1.
Note that, by Proposition 3.1, one has E1 /(W 12(a, b))
n_[0] n^ and that for
F=(F+)n+n^+=1 # E1 , F+=F
(+&1)
1 # W
n&++1
2 (a, b).
By Theorem 4.4, [57], in order to show that [ ys&] is a Riesz basis in V}2 ,
it is sufficient to prove that for each F # E1 , the sequence
Sk(F )=
1
2?i ||*|=Rk (T0&*T1)
&1 T1F d*
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converges unconditionally in the norm of (W 12(a, b))
n+ n^ for k  , where
(Rk)1 /R
+ is a sequence such that Rk   for k   and Rk {|*& | for
all k, &=1, 2, ... .
Now let F # E1 . Then W a1 F(a)+W
b
1F(b)=0 and hence, by the formulas
(2.6) and (2.7) from [57] for the resolvent of T,
S ( j)k (F )(x)=
1
2?i ||*|=Rk
 j
x j \(T0&*T1)&1 \
A1F
0 ++ (x) d*
=
1
2?i ||*|=Rk |
b
a
 j
x j
G(x, !, *) A1(!) F(!) d! d*
=
n& p
2?i
:
Mk
m=1
|
Gm
|
b
a
\n& p&1
 j
x j
G(x, !, \) A1(!) F(!) d! d\
(5.4)
for j=0, 1 and x # [a, b] where G is the Green’s matrix of T (defined in
(2.8) of [57]). Here Gm , m=1, 2, ..., Mk , are the disjoint components of
the domain  |+&}j |<R$k B(+&}j , $), where R$k :=R
1(n& p)
k , [+&}j] are the roots
of the characteristic determinant 2 having an asymptotic distribution as in
(2.14) of [57], and $>0 is arbitrary and sufficiently small. In the following
we are going to prove that each of the n+n^ components of the last sum
in (5.4) is a sum of terms to which Lemma 3.9 of [57] applies.
To this end, let Y0( } , \) be the fundamental matrix of T D(\n& p) y=0
according to Theorem 2.3. The Green’s matrix G can be written in the form
G(x, !, \)=Y0(x, \) M &10 (\) M0(x, !, \) Y
&1
0 (!, \), x, ! # [a, b],
where M0(\) :=T R(\n& p) Y0( } , \) is the characteristic matrix corresponding
to Y0( } , \) and
M0(x, !, \) :={ W
a(\n& p) Y0(a, \),
&Wb(\n& p) Y0(b, \),
a!xb,
ax<!b.
In the following we analyze the matrices Y ( j)0 (x, \), M
&1
0 (\) M0(x, !, \),
and Y &10 (!, \) A1(!) occurring in (
jx j) G(x, !, \) A1(!) for j=0, 1 in
three steps.
(i) According to Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.5, we have
P1( } , \) P2( } , \) 0
Y ( j)0 ( } , \)=\P3( } , \) P4( } , \) 0 + E( } , \), j=0, 1, (5.5)0 0 In^
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with
\P1( } , \)P3( } , \)
P2( } , \)
P4( } , \)
={\
[,[0]11 ]
[,[0]21
2p(\) .0V [In& p]
\ p 2n& p(\) .0V[In& p]+
\[,
 [0]11 ]
[, [0]21 ]
\ p[, [0]12 ]
\n[, [0]22 ]+
if j=0,
if j=1.
(5.6)
(ii) We define
$&(\) :={01
if R(\|&)<0, or R(\|&)=0 and I(\|&)>0,
if R(\|&)>0, or R(\|&)=0 and I(\|&)<0,
for &=1, 2, ..., n& p, \ # C"[0],
$(\) :=diag($1(\), $2(\), ..., $n& p(\)),
and
Ip 0 0
J1(\) :=\ 0 $(\) 0 + , J2(\) :=In+ n^&J1(\).0 0 I n^
Then we obtain
Wa(\n& p) Y0(a, \)= M0(\) J2(\)+Wa(\n& p) Y0(a, \) J1(\)
&Wb(\n& p) Y0(b, \) J2(\),
&Wb(\n& p) Y0(b, \)= &M0(\) J1(\)+Wa(\n& p) Y0(a, \) J1(\)
&Wb(\n& p) Y0(b, \) J2(\),
and hence
M &10 (\) M0(x, !, \)=J(x, !, \)+M
&1
0 (\) W(\),
where
J(x, !, \) :={ J2(\),&J1(\),
a!xb,
ax<!b,
and
W(\) :=Wa(\n& p) Y0(a, \) J1(\)&Wb(\n& p) Y0(b, \) J2(\).
By (1.19), (1.22), and Theorem 2.3, the characteristic matrix M0(\) is
asymptotically of the form
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where the function &( } , \), &= p+1, ..., n, \ # C"[0], is defined as
&(x, \) :={
\|&& p(b&x) if R(\|&& p)<0,
or R(\|&& p)=0 and I(\|&& p)>0,
&\|&& p(x&a) if R(\|&& p)>0,
or R(\|&& p)=0 and I(\|&& p)<0,
for x # [a, b]. Note that R(&(x, \))0 for all x # [a, b] and \ # C"[0]. If we
let
M0(\)=: (m1(\) } } } mn+n^(\)) , W(\)=: (w1(\) } } } wn+n^(\)),
then, by Cramer’s rule,
M&10 (\) M0(x, !, \)
=J(x, !, \)+\ 120(\) det(m1(\) } } } m&&1(\) w+(\)
m&+1(\) } } } mn+n^(\))n+n^&, +=1)
M1(x, !, \) M2(x, !, \) M3(x, !, \)
=\M4(x, !, \) M5(x, !, \) M6(x, !, \)+ . (5.7)M7(x, !, \) M8(x, !, \) M9(x, !, \)
By (2.7), the characteristic determinant 20(\)=det(T R(\n& p) Y0( } , \)) is of
the form
20(\)=\(n& p)( p&1) 2(\),
where 2(\)=det(T R(\n& p) Y( } , \)) with Y( } , \) being the fundamental
matrix of T D(\n& p) y=0 according to Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4 of [57]
with C(\) as in Proposition 2.1. Since the problem (1.1), (1.2) is Stone-regular,
the zeros of 20(\) have an asymptotic distribution of the form (2.14) of [57]
(see Proposition 2.10 of [57]).
Then, together with the asymptotic expansion of 2(\) stated in Proposi-
tion 2.6 of [57] and the Stone-regularity of order }0 , we obtain, setting
}~ 0 :=}0+l(2)&q0 ,
M1(x, !, \)={ \
}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)([V] S&+(\)) p&, +=1 ,
&Ip+\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)([V] S&+(\)) p&, +=1 ,
a!xb,
ax<!b,
M2(x, !, \)=\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)+l
(1)&l (2)(e+(a, \)[V] S&+(\)) p&=1,
n
+= p+1 ,
M3(x, !, \)=0p_n^ ,
M4(x, !, \)=\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)+l
(3)&l (2)(e&(b, \)[V] S&+(\)) n&= p+1,
p
+=1 ,
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M5(x, !, \)={
In&p&$(\)+\}~ 0&(n&p)( p&1)(e&(b, \)e+(a, \)[V] S&+(\))n&, += p+1 ,
a!xb,
&$(\)+\}~ 0&(n&p)( p&1)(e&(b, \)e+(a, \)[V] S&+(\))n&,+=p+1 ,
ax<!b,
M6(x, !, \)=0(n& p)_n^ ,
M7(x, !, \)=\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)+l
(5)&l (2)([V] S&+(\)) n+n^&=n+1,
p
+=1 ,
M8(x, !, \)=\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)+l
(4)&l (2)(e+(a, \)[V] S&+(\)) n+n^&=n+1,
n
+= p+1 ,
M9(x, !, \)={In^ ,0n^ ,
a!xb,
ax<!b,
where the poles of S&+ coincide with the zeros of 20 , and S&+ is bounded out-
side the domain |=&, }, j B(+&}j , $) where B(+&}j , $) are disks of sufficiently
small radius $ centered at the zeros of 20 .
(iii) Due to Theorem 2.6 and (1.21),
T1( } , \) T2( } , \) 0
Y&10 ( } , \) A1=E( } , &\) \T3( } , \) T4( } , \) 0 + (5.8)0 0 0n^
with
\T1( } , \) T2( } , \)T3( } , \) T4( } , \)+
=\
[[0]11 ]
1
\ p
[[0]21 ]
1
\n& p \ :
i0&1
r=0
1
\(n& p) r
[r]12 +
1
\(n& p) i0
[[i0]12 ]+
1
\p
[[0]22 ] 2n& p(\)
&1 +
_\0p_p=n& pgt
0p_(n& p)
=n& p=t1 + ,
where =n& p is the (n& p)th unit vector in Cn& p and gt :=(g0 g1 } } } gp&1) is
the vector containing the coefficients of the differential operator P. Using
2n& p(\)&1 =n& p=\&(n& p&1)=n& p , we obtain
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T1( } , \)=
1
\n& p \ :
i0&1
r=0
1
\(n& p) r
[r]12 +
1
\(n& p) i0
[[i0]
12
]+ =n& p gt,
T2( } , \)=
1
\n& p \ :
i0&1
r=0
1
\(n& p) r
[r]12 +
1
\(n& p) i0
[[i0]12 ]+ =n& p=t1 ,
(5.9)
T3( } , \)=
1
\n&1
[[0]22 ] =n& p g
t,
T4( } , \)=
1
\n&1
[[0]22 ] =n& p=
t
1 .
By (5.5), (5.7), and (5.8),
\n& p&1
 j
x j
G(x, !, \) A1(!) F(!)
G1(x, !, \)(F+(!)) p+=1+G2(x, !, \)(F+(!))
n
+= p+1
=\G3(x, !, \)(F+(!)) p+=1+G4(x, !, \)(F+(!))n+= p+1+ , j=0, 1,G5(x, !, \)(F+(!)) p+=1+G6(x, !, \)(F+(!))n+= p+1
where
G1(x, !, \)=\n& p&1( P1(x, \) M1(x, !, \) T1(!, \)
+P2(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)
+P1(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)
+P2(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T1(!, \)),
G2(x, !, \)=\n& p&1( P1(x, \) M1(x, !, \) T2(!, \)
+P2(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \)
+P1(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \)
+P2(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T2(!, \)),
G3(x, !, \)=\n& p&1( P3(x, \) M1(x, !, \) T1(!, \)
+P4(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)
+P3(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)
+P4(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T1(!, \)),
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G4(x, !, \)=\n& p&1( P3(x, \) M1(x, !, \) T2(!, \)
+P4(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \)
+P3(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \)
+P4(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T2(!, \)),
G5(x, !, \)=\n& p&1(M7(x, !, \) T1(!, \)
+M8(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)),
G6(x, !, \)=\n& p&1(M7(x, !, \) T2(!, \)
+M8(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \)).
According to Lemma 3.9 of [57], we distinguish: (a) the terms without any
exponentials, (b) those with exponentials only in x and only in !, and (c)
those with exponentials in x as well as in !. Then the highest possible \-power
is &2 in case (a), &1 in case (b) and 0 in case (c).
(a) Terms Containing Neither E n& p(x, \) nor E n& p(!, &\). Using (5.6),
(5.9), the asymptotic structure of M1(x, !, \), and F # E1 , we find
=t& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P1(x, \) M1(x, !, \) T1(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
=V(x, \)+ :
p
+=1
:
p
k=1
:
p
l=1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)
_[V1, &l(x)] Slk(\)[V1, k+(!)] F+(!) d!
and, since =t1(F+)
n
+= p+1=Fp+1 ,
=t& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P1(x, \) M1(x, !, \) T2(!, \)(F+(!))n+= p+1 d!
=V(x, \)+ :
p
k=1
:
p
l=1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)
_[V1, &l(x)] Slk(\)[V2, k, p+1(!)] Fp+1(!) d!
for &=1, 2, ..., p, where V(x, \) denotes a term which is holomorphic in \ and
hence does not contribute to the integration with respect to \. The terms con-
taining P3(x, \) M1(x, !, \) Ti(!, \), i=1, 2, have analogous representations.
By the assumption on }0 and since i0=[ nn& p]+1, we have
}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)&1&i0(n& p)&1&n&2. (5.10)
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Hence Lemma 3.9 of [57] can be applied to the corresponding sums of
integrals over Gm in (5.4). The same reasoning is used for
et&\
n& p&1 |
b
a
M7(x, !, \) T1(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
= :
p
+=1
:
p
k=1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&1&(p&1+i0)(n& p)+l (5)&l (2)S&k(\)[V1, k+(!)] F+(!) d!
and
et& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
M7(x, !, \) T2(!, \)(F+(!))n+= p+1 d!
= :
p
k=1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&1&(p&1+i0)(n& p)+l (5)&l (2)S&k(\)[V2, k, p+1(!)] Fp+1(!) d!,
where &=1, 2, ..., n^, because l (5)&l (2)0.
(b) Terms Containing E n& p(x, \) Only. Again, using the fact that
F # E1 , we obtain
=t& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P2(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T1(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
= :
p
+=1
:
p
k=1
:
n
l= p+1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)+l (3)&l (2)+ p[V2, &l (x)]
_el(a+b&x, \)Slk(\)[V1, k+(!)] F+(!) d!
for &=1, 2, ..., p and
=t&& p \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P4(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T1(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
= :
p
+=1
:
p
k=1
:
n
l= p+1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)+l (3)&l (2)+n[V4, &l(x)]
_el (a+b&x, \)Slk(\)[V1, k+(!)] F+(!) d!
for &= p+1, ..., n. Here the assumptions of Lemma 3.9 of [57] are fulfilled
because
}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)+l (3)&l (2)+ p
<}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)+l (3)&l (2)+n
}~ 0&1&( p&1+i0)(n& p)+n
&1
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since l (3)&l (2)0 and by the estimate (5.10). For the terms containing
Pi(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M4(x, !, \) T2(!, \), i=2, 4, we proceed in the same way.
Terms Containing E n& p(!, &\) Only. Integrating by parts n& p times
with respect to !, using
E n& p(!, &\)=
d
d! \&
1
\
0&1n& pE n& p(!, &\)+ ,
we obtain
=t& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P1(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
==t& \
n& p&1P1(x, \) M2(\) |
b
a
1
\n& p
0&(n& p)n& p E n& p(!, &\)
_ :
n& p
s=0 \
n& p
s +
dn& p&s
d!n& p&s
T3(!, \)(F (s)+ (!))
p
+=1 d!
for &=1, 2, ..., p, where M2(\)=M2(x, !, \) is independent of x and !. Here
we have used the fact that F (s)+ =F
(+&1+s)
1 # W
n&(++s)+1
2 (a, b)/W
1
2(a, b) for
s=0, 1, ..., n& p, +=1, 2, ..., p, and that, in addition, F (s)+ (a)=F
(s)
+ (b)=0 for
s=0, 1, ..., n& p&1, +=1, 2, ..., p, because F # E1 . By (5.8) and Corollary 2.7,
it follows that
dn& p&s
d!n& p&s
T3(!, \)=
dn& p&s
d!n& p&s
(22(!, \) =n& pg(!)t)
= :
n& p&s
t=0 \
n& p&s
t +
dt
d!t
(22(!, \) =n& p) g(n& p&s&t)(!)t
=
1
\n&1
([V3, s, k+(!)]) nk= p+1,
p
+=1 .
Together with the asymptotic representations of P1(x, \) in (5.6) and of
M2(\)=M2(x, !, \), one has
=t& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P1(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
= :
p
+=1
:
n
k= p+1
:
p
l=1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&( p&1)(n& p)+l (1)&l (2)&n[V1, &l (x)]
_Slk(\)
1
|n& pk& p
ek(!, \) :
n& p
s=0
[V3, s, k+(!)] F (s)+ (!) d!
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for &=1, 2, ..., p. In order to apply Lemma 3.9 of [57] to the term resulting
in (5.4), we observe that l (2)&l (1)n&1 and hence }~ 0&( p&1)(n& p)+l (1)
&l (2)&n&1 by the assumption on }0 . The terms arising from P1(x, \)
M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \) and from P3(x, \) M2(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\)
Ti(!, \), i=3, 4, can be treated analogously if we observe that
T4(!, \)=22(!, \) =n& p=t1 , F
(s)
p+1=F
( p+s)
1 # W
n&(s+ p)
2 (a, b)/L2(a, b) for
s=0, 1, ..., n& p and F (s)p+1(a)=F
(s)
p+1(b)=0 for s=0, 1, ..., n& p&1 because
F # E1 . Also, we have
et&\
n& p&1 |
b
a
M8(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
= :
p
+=1
:
n
k= p+1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&( p&1)(n& p)+l (4)&l (2)&nS&k(\)
_
1
|n& pk& p
ek(!, \) :
n& p
s=0
[V3, s, k+(!)] F (s)+ (!) d!
for &=1, 2, ..., n^. Here Lemma 3.9 of [57] can be applied because we have the
estimate l (4)l (1)&(n& p)<l (1) and hence }~ 0&( p&1)(n& p)+l (4)&l (2)&n
<}~ 0&( p&1)(n& p)+l (1)&l (2)&n&1 again by assumption. The same
reasoning is used for M8(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \).
(c) Terms Containing E n& p(x, \) as Well as E n& p(!, &\). Integration
by parts n& p times with respect to ! as before yields
=t& \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P2(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \)
_E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
=V(x, \)+ :
p
+=1
:
n
k= p+1
:
n
l= p+1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)&(n& p)[V2, &l (x)]
_el (a+b&x, \)Slk(\)
1
|n& pk& p
ek(!, \) :
n& p
s=0
[V3, s, k+(!)] F (s)+ (!) d!
for &=1, 2, ..., p and
=t&& p \
n& p&1 |
b
a
P4(x, \) E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \)
_E n& p(!, &\) T3(!, \)(F+(!)) p+=1 d!
=V(x, \)+ :
p
+=1
:
n
k= p+1
:
n
l= p+1
|
b
a
\}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)[V4, &l (x)]
_el(a+b&x, \)Slk(\)
1
|n& pk& p
ek(!, \) :
n& p
s=0
[V3, s, k+(!)] F (s)+ (!) d!
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for &= p+1, ..., n where again V (x, \) stands for some holomorphic function
in \. Since we have }~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)&(n& p)}~ 0&(n& p)( p&1)0
by assumption, the conditions of Lemma 3.9 of [57] are fulfilled for the
respective terms in (5.4) here too. The terms arising from Pi (x, \)
E n& p(x, \) M5(x, !, \) E n& p(!, &\) T4(!, \), i=2, 4, are treated in much
the same way. K
6. APPLICATION IN MECHANICS
We consider a clamped-free elastic bar. At its free end an elastic system
is attached which consists of 3 masses M1 , M2 , M3 coupled by two elastic
springs with spring constants C1 , C2 (see Fig. 1). In addition, a fluid may
flow over the bar with constant velocity, which may be regarded as a
model for pulling out glass or plastics on a solid foundation.
If v(x, t) is the displacement of the bar, a separation of variables v(x, t)
=’(x) ei|t leads to a boundary eigenvalue problem for ’ with eigenvalue
parameter *=|2 (see [22, 41]):
’(4)=*(’(2)&c’), (6.1)
’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’(2)(1)=0, ;(*) ’(3)(1)+:(*) ’(1)=0. (6.2)
Here c is a constant; the case c=0 corresponds to the situation where no
fluid is flowing over the bar. The coefficients :(*) and ;(*) are polynomials
of third and second order, respectively,
:(*)=:3*3+:2*2+:1*, ;(*)=;2*2+;1 *+;0 ,
FIG. 1. Clamped-free elastic beam with endload.
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where
:3=M1 M2M3 ,
:2=&(C1 M2 M3+M1(C2 M2+C1M3+C2M3)),
:1=C1(C2M2+C1M3+C2 M3)+C1C2M1&C 21 M3 ,
and
;2=M2M3 ,
;1=&(C2 M2+C1M3+C2 M3),
;0=C1 C2 .
Here M1 , M2 , M3>0 and C1 , C2>0 are dimensionless constants standing
for the masses and spring constants of the system.
6.1. Regularity
First we have to check the regularity of the problem (6.1), (6.2). For this
purpose we have to calculate an asymptotic fundamental matrix of the
corresponding first order system of differential equations according to
Theorem 2.2 of [57]. Here a transformation of this system is required in
order to make the coefficient of * diagonal.
Theorem 6.1. The problem (6.1), (6.2) is Stone-regular of order 0.
Proof. By means of the substitution y1=’, y2=’$, y3=’(2), y4=’(3),
y~ =( yi)4i=1 , the fourth order problem (6.1), (6.2) is equivalent to the first
order boundary eigenvalue problem T (*) y~ =(T D(*), T R(*))t y~ =0 where
T D(*) y~ =y~ $+\
0
0
0
0
&1
0
0
0
0
&1
0
0
0
0
&1
0+ y~ &* \
0
0
0
c
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0+ y~ ,
T R(*) y~ =\
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0+ y~ (0)+\
:(*)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
;(*)
0
0
0 + y~ (1).
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First we transform this system in such a way that Assumption 2.1 of [57]
is fulfilled. According to Section 2, we substitute *=\2, and |1=1,
|2=&1 denote the square roots of 1. Further,
V=\11
1
&1+ , 22(\)=\
1
0
0
\+ , 0=\
0
1
0
&1+ .
The matrix C (\) defined in (2.3) and its inverse are given by
C (\)=\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
\
\2
0
&1
\
&\2+ , C (\)&1=\
1 0 0 0
+ .
0 1 0 &
1
\2
0 0
1
2\
1
2\2
0 0
1
2\
&
1
2\2
Then the transformed operator T D(\)=C (\)&1 T D(\2) C (\) is of the
form T D(\) y~ = y~ $&A ( } , \) y~ where
A ( } , \)=\ \
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
&1++\
0 1 1 &1
+=\A 1+A 0 .
&c 0 0 0
c
2
0 0 0
&
c
2
0 0 0
Hence all conditions of Assumption 2.1 of [57] are satisfied with k # N0
arbitrarily large. Then Theorem 2.2 of [57] yields an asymptotic
fundamental matrix Y ( } , \) of the transformed system T D(\) y~ =0 which is
given by
Y (x, \)=\\
1
0
0
0
x
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1++\&1 \
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0++O(\&2)+
_\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
e \x
0
0
0
0
e&\x+
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if c=0 and by
Y (x, \)=\\
cos(- c x) &
1
- c
sin(- c x) 0 0
+- c sin(- c x) cos(- cx) 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
+\&1\
0 0 1 1
++O(\&2)+
0 0 0 0
&
c
2
cos(- c x)
- c
2
sin(- c x) 0 0
&
c
2
cos(- c x)
- c
2
sin(- cx) 0 0
_\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
e\x
0
0
0
0
e&\x+
if c{0. After some calculations, one finds that the characteristic determinant
2 (\)=det(W 0(\2) C (\) Y (0, \)+W 1(\2) C (\) Y (1, \))
has an asymptotic expansion
2 (\)={
\7([&:3]1 e\+[2;2]1+[&:3]1 e&\) if c=0,
\7 \_:3 sin - c- c &1 e\+[2;2]1+_:3
sin - c
- c &1 e&\+ if c{0.
According to (2.11) and (2.10), we have
q~ 1=6, q~ 2=1, q~ 3=0, q~ 4=0, q~ 0=q~ 1+ } } } +q~ 4=7.
Then the smallest polygon M containing the points figuring as exponents
e\ } in 2 (\) is given by M=[&1, 1], and M0=[&1, 1]. Hence, by Defini-
tion 2.10, the problem (6.1), (6.2) is Stone-regular of order 0. K
6.2. Linearization of the Problem
Since the boundary conditions (6.2) depend polynomially on the eigen-
value parameter, the problem (6.1), (6.2) can be linearized along the lines
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of Section 1. The dimension of the linearized first order system is increased
by the total polynomial degree n^=3 of the boundary conditions (6.2) to 7
and reads as follows.
Theorem 6.2. The boundary eigenvalue problem (6.1), (6.2) for
’ # W 42(0, 1) is equivalent to the *-linear first order boundary eigenvalue
problem
0 &1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 &1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 &1 0 0 0
y$+\0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ y0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
=*\ c 0 1 0 0 0 0+ y,0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 &* 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 &* 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 &*\0 0 0 0 0 0 1+ y(0)0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ;0 0 0 0
:1 0 0 ;1 0 0 0
:2 0 0 ;2 0 0 0
+\:3 0 0 0 0 0 0+ y(1)=00 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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for y=( yi)7i=1 # (W
1
2(0, 1))
7 where y1=’, y2=’$, y3=’(2), and
y4=’(3).
Proof. In order to determine the linearization of the problem (6.1),
(6.2), we need the following quantities introduced in Section 1:
m1=3, m2=0, m3=0, m4=0,
n^=3,
l=3,
+0=3, +1= 0, +2= 0, +3=1,
k0=4, k1= 1, k2= 1, k3=1, k4=0.
Then, by the definitions in Section 1,
C(*)&1=\
*&3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1+ , W aC(*)=W a0=\
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0+ ,
W bC(*)=W
b
0+*
&1W b1+*
&2W b2+*
&3W b3
=\
:3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0++*&1 \
:2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
;2
0
0
0 +
+*&2 \
:1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
;1
0
0
0 ++*&3 \
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
;0
0
0
0 + ,
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0 0 0
P3=(1 0 0 0), AaR=\1 0 0+ , C aR=\
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0+ ,0 1 0
P3W a3 0 0 0 0
B aR=\P3W a2+=\0 0 0 0+ ,P3W a1 0 0 0 0
P3W b3 0 0 0 ;0
B bR=\P3W b2+=\:1 0 0 ;1+ .P3W b1 :2 0 0 ;2
Note that P1 , P2 do not appear since +1=+2=0. Together with the
formulas in (1.22) the assertion follows. K
6.3. Completeness Result
According to Theorem 6.1, the problem (6.1), (6.2) fulfills the regularity
assumptions of the completeness theorem in Section 3. If we apply this
theorem and calculate the spaces V lk figuring therein, we obtain the follow-
ing completeness result for the boundary eigenvalue problem of the elastic
bar:
Theorem 6.3. Each canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated
functions of the boundary eigenvalue problem (6.1), (6.2) is complete in the
spaces
V 03=L2(0, 1),
V 13=[’ # W
1
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0],
V 23=[’ # W
2
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0],
V 33=[’ # W
3
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’"(1)=0],
V 43=[’ # W
4
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’"(1)=0].
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 6.1, the eigenfunctions and
associated functions of problem (6.1), (6.2) are complete in the subspaces
V l3 /W
l
2(0, 1) for l=0, 1, ..., 4, since, by (3.5),
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}2=_}02 &+3=3.
In order to determine the spaces V l3 according to (3.4), we first have to
calculate the space V3 (see (3.1)) associated with the linearized problem.
From Theorem 6.2, where the linearized problem was stated, we find that
the operators T0 , T1 : (W 12(0, 1))
7  (L2(0, 1))7_C7 in (1.17) are given by
T0y=\
y$1& y2
+ ,
y$2& y3
y$3& y4
y$4
y$5
y$6
y$7
;0 y4(1)
y5(0)+:1y1(1)+;1 y4(1)
y6(0)+:2y1(1)+;2 y4(1)
y7(0)+:3y1(1)
y3(1)
y1(0)
y2(0)
T1y=\
0
+ ,
0
0
cy1+ y3
0
0
0
y5(0)
y6(0)
y7(0)
0
0
0
0
for y=( yi )7i=1 # (W
1
2(0, 1))
7. To determine the operator A=T1T &10 acting
in (L2(0, 1))7_C7, we let (v, c)t # (L2(0, 1))7_C7 where v=(vi)7i=1 ,
c=(ci)7i=1 . Then T
&1
0 (v, c)
t=( yi)7i=1 is given by
y1(x)=|
x
0
v1(t) dt+|
x
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt&|
x
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt
+|
x
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
|
1
’
v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt
+
1
6;0
x2(x&3) c1+
1
2
x2c5+xc7+c6 ,
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y2(x)=|
x
0
v2(t) dt&|
x
0
|
1
t
v3({) d{ dt+|
x
0
|
1
t
|
1
{
v4(’) d’ d{ dt
+
1
2;0
x(x&2) c1+xc5+c7 ,
y3(x)=&|
1
x
v3(t) dt+|
1
x
|
1
t
v4({) d{ dt+
1
;0
(x&1) c1+c5 ,
y4(x)=&|
1
x
v4(t) dt+
1
;0
c1 ,
y5(x)=|
x
0
v5(t) dt&:1 \|
1
0
v1(t) dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt
&|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt |
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
|
1
’
v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt
&
1
3;0
c1+
1
2
c5+c6+c7+&;1;0 c1+c2 ,
y6(x)=|
x
0
v6(t) dt&:2 \|
1
0
v1(t) dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt&|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt
+|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
|
1
’
v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt&
1
3;0
c1+
1
2
c5+c6+c7+
&
;2
;0
c1+c3 ,
y7(x)=|
x
0
v7(t) dt&:3 \|
1
0
v1(t) dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt
&|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
|
1
’
v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt
&
1
3;0
c1+
1
2
c5+c6+c7++c4
for x # [0, 1]. Now let v=(vi)7i=1 # (L2(0, 1))
7, c=(ci)7i=1 # C
7. Then we
have, for x # [0, 1],
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A \vc+ (x)
= .
0
0
0
{
c \|
x
0
v1(t) dt+|
x
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt&|
x
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt
=+| x0 | t0 | 1{ | 1’ v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt+ 16;0 x2(x&3) c1+12 x2c5+xc7+c6+&| 1x v3(t) dt+| 1
x
|
1
t
v4({) d{ dt+
1
;0
(x&1) c1+c5
0
0
0
&:1 \|
1
0
v1(t) dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt&|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt
{ +| 10 | t0 | 1{ | 1’ v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt =& 1
3;0
c1+
1
2
c5+c6+c7+&;1;0 c1+c2
&:2 \|
1
0
v1(t) dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt&|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt
{ +| 10 | t0 | 1{ | 1’ v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt =& 1
3;0
c1+
1
2
c5+c6+c7+&;2;0 c1+c3
&:3 \|
1
0
v1(t) dt+|
1
0
|
t
0
v2({) d{ dt&|
1
0
|
t
0
|
1
{
v3(’) d’ d{ dt
{ +| 10 | t0 | 1{ | 1’ v4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt =& 1
3;0
c1+
1
2
c5+c6+c7++c4
0
0
0
0
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After some calculations, one finds that the adjoint A* has the representation
A* \ud+ (x)
=
c |
1
x
u4(t) dt&(:1 d1+:2d2+:3 d3)
c |
1
x
|
1
t
u4({) d{ dt&(:1d1+:2d2+:3d3)(1&x)
{
&|
x
0
u4(t) dt&c |
1
x
|
1
t
|
1
{
u4(’) d’ d{ dt=+(:1d1+:2d2+:3d3) x(x&2)2
{|
x
0
|
t
0
u4({) d{ dt+c |
1
x
|
1
t
|
{
0
|
’
0
u4(+) d+ d’ d{ dt=+(:1d1+:2 d2+:3 d3) x2(x&3)6
0
0
0
{
1
;0 \|
1
0
(t&1) u4(t) dt&
c
6 |
1
0
t2(t&3) u4(t) dt =+13 (:1d1+:2d2+:3d3)&(;1 d1+;2d2)+
d1
d2
d3
|
1
0
u4(t) dt+
c
2 |
1
0
t2u4(t) dt&
1
2
(:1 d1+:2d2+:3 d3)
c |
1
0
u4(t) dt&(:1 d1+:2 d2+:3 d3)
c |
1
0
tu4(t) dt&(:1d1+:2 d2+:3d3)
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for x # [0, 1] where u=(ui)7i=1 # (L2(0, 1))
7, d=(di)7i=1 # C
7. It is not
difficult to see that
Ker A*={\ud+ # (L2(0, 1))7_C7 : d1=d2=d3=0, u4 #0= .
Using that (u, d )t # Ker(A*)2 if and only if A*(u, d )t # Ker A*, one obtains
that
Ker(A*)2={\ud+ # (L2(0, 1))7_C7 : d1=d2=0,
u (2)4 +cu4=0, u4(0)=:3d3 , u$4(0)=&:3d3= .
It is more involved to show that
Ker(A*)3={\ud+ # (L2(0, 1))7_C7 : d1=0,
1
3
u$4(1)&
1
2
u4(1)+
1
3
(:2d2+:3 d3)&;2 d2=0,
u (4)4 +2cu
(2)
4 +c
2u4=0,
u4(0)=(:2d2+:3d3)&c:3 d2 ,
u$4(0)=&(:2d2+:3 d3)+c:3d2 ,
u (2)4 (0)=&c(:2d2+:3d3)+c
2:3 d2 ,
u (3)4 (0)=c(:2d2+:3d3)&c
2:3 d2= .
Calculating the explicit formula for u4 , we finally obtain that for
k=3, 4, ...,
Ker(A*)k=Ker(A*)3
={\ud+ # (L2(0, 1))7_C7 : d1=0,
u4(x)=&(:2d2+:3d3&c:3d2) w(x),
1
3
u$4(1)&
1
2
u4(1)+
1
3
(:2d2+:3d3)&;2d2=0= ,
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where the function w is given by
w(x) :={
1
- c
sin(- c x)&cos(- c x) if c{0,
x # [0, 1]. (6.13)
x&1 if c=0,
If c=0, the equation for d2 in Ker(A*)3 implies that d2=0, and hence
Ker(A*)3=Ker(A*)2; for c{0, however, it yields d2=k(:2 , :3 , ;2 , c) d3
where k(:2 , :3 , ;2 , c) is a nonzero constant depending on :2 , :3 , ;2 , and
c, and hence Ker(A*)3{Ker(A*)2.
By the definition in (3.1), y # V3 if and only if T0 y = Ker(A*)3 which is in
turn equivalent to the following 11 conditions for y=( yi)7i=1 # (W
1
2(0, 1))
7:
y$1#y2 , y$2#y3 , y$3#y4 , y$5#0, y$6#0, y$7#0,
&((:2&c:3) k(:2 , :3 , ;2 , c)+:3) |
1
0
y$4(x) w(x) dx
+k(:2 , :3 , ;2 , c)( y5(0)+:1y1(1)+;1y4(1))
+ y6(0)+:2 y1(1)+;2y4(1)=0,
y7(0)+:3 y1(1)=0, y3(1)=0, y1(0)=0, y2(0)=0,
with w given by (6.3) and where we have set k(:2 , :3 , ;2 , c)=0 for c=0.
Now Qn=Q4 is the projection of (W 12(0, 1))
7 onto the first 4 components.
Therefore,
Q4V3=[( yi)4i=1 # (W
1
2(0, 1))
4 : y$1#y2 , y$2#y3 , y$3#y4 ,
y1(0)=0, y2(0)=0, y3(1)=0].
This implies that
V43=S
&1(Q4V3)=[’ # W 42(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’
(2)(1)=0].
The representations of the spaces V l3 for l=0, 1, 2, 3 follow by taking the
closure of V43 in W
l
2(0, 1) (see (3.4)). K
6.4. Minimality of the Eigenfunctions and Associated Functions
The eigenfunctions and associated functions of boundary eigenvalue
problems for differential equations N’=*P’, even with *-independent
boundary conditions, are not necessarily minimal in L2(0, 1) or higher
order Sobolev spaces. If we apply the minimality theorem of Section 4 to
the boundary eigenvalue problem of the elastic bar considered in this
chapter, we obtain the subsequent result.
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Theorem 6.4. Each canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated
functions of the boundary eigenvalue problem (6.1), (6.2) is minimal with
defect 3 in W l2(0, 1) for l=2, 3, 4. That is, one has to remove at most 3
elements such that the remaining system is minimal in W l2(0, 1) while preserving
completeness in V l3 for l=2, 3, 4.
Proof. The assertion follows directly from Theorem 4.1 since n^=3. K
6.5. Riesz Basis Properties
The eigenfunctions and associated functions of a non-self-adjoint boundary
eigenvalue problem as considered here are non-orthogonal. For a non-
orthogonal system, however, completeness and minimality do not imply
that it is also a basis. For it may happen that the respective Fourier series
does not converge. Applying the basis theorem of Section 5, we obtain that
convergence indeed takes place for the boundary eigenvalue problem of the
elastic bar considered here.
Theorem 6.5. Each canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated
functions of the boundary eigenvalue problem (6.1), (6.2) is a Riesz basis with
defect 3 in the spaces
V23=[’ # W
2
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0],
V33=[’ # W
3
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’"(1)=0],
V43=[’ # W
4
2(0, 1) : ’(0)=0, ’$(0)=0, ’"(1)=0].
That is, for each function f # V l3 the Fourier series with respect to this
canonical system of eigenfunctions and associated functions converges in the
norm of W l2(0, 1) for l=2, 3, 4.
Proof. Obviously, the (constant) coefficients of (6.1), (6.2) fulfill the
conditions of Theorem 5.7. Furthermore, the problem is Stone-regular of
order }0=0 due to Theorem 6.1. In the proof of the latter it has also been
shown that q0=7. From the linearization stated in Theorem 6.2 one reads
off that the orders l1 , ..., l7 introduced in Definition 5.1 are given by
l1=3, l2=3, l3=3, l4=0, l5=2, l6=0, l7=1.
Hence
l(2)=max[l&1+l&2+2(3&k) : [&1 , ..., &k]/[1, 2, 3],
[&k+1 , ..., &2]/[4, 5, 6, 7], k=0, 1, 2]
=9,
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and consequently,
(n& p)( p&1)+q0&l(2)=2+7&9=0=}0 .
Therefore, all assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied. K
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